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TENSIONS

IN THE INTERNATIONAL

PAYMENTS SYSTEM

This article is a summary of the analysis of internationalfinancial developments in
içôj and in iç68 made in a report byfinancial expertsfirstpublished by OECD. The
report is theAnnual Report of the BoardofManagement of the European Monetary
Agreement, which consists ofhigh level Treasury or central bank officials from eight
OECD countries responsible for supervising the operation of the Agreement (i).
(i) The European Monetary Agreement provides a framework for monetary co-operation between governments and between
central banks. Its main purposes are, first, to lay down certain basic rules concerning the foreign exchange transactions of
.Member countries and, second, to help them overcome temporary balance-of-pavments difficulties by granting them short or

medium term credits from the European Fund.

In 1967 the latent tensions in the international

monetary system came to a head and the strength

of the co-operation between the monetary autho¬

rities as well as the system itself began to face one

of their most severe tests in postwar history.

The major developments in this crisis fell into two

main categories. First, the excessive imbalances in in¬

ternational payments worsened : on official settlements

account the two reserve currency countries, the United

States and the United Kingdom, had further large deficits

and the EEC countries combined had a further large

surplus. Second, there was an unsatisfactory develop¬

ment of international reserves : monetary gold of west¬

ern countries fell by S 1.5 billion and, while there was

an exceptionally large rise in official foreign exchange
holdings, by$ 3.6 billion, this involved further increases

in the liabilities of the reserve currency countries and

took the form of currency swaps between monetary au¬

thorities and other special transactions of a temporary
nature.

The payments developments were all the more

disturbing because they occurred in a generally less ex¬
pansionary economic climate. The devaluation of ster¬

ling sparked off fears about other parities and about the

general level of currency parities in terms of gold, which

were expressed in much instability in the exchange mar¬
kets and a huge wave of private buying of gold.

This added to the pressures on the balances of payments
caused by unfavourable economic conditions and might

have led to a severe setback in world economic pro¬
gress, particularly in the field of international trade.

But co-operation between the monetary authorities was

effective in preventing or reducing such chain reactions.

The general result in 1967, for the OECD countries

as a whole, was to cut by nearly half the high annual

rates of increase of real output and international trade

achieved in recent years. This result would have been

much worse had it not been for the co-operation be¬

tween monetary authorities, which will have to continue
to be reinforced and extended in 1968.

International payments imbalances
The substantial and persistent imbalances in inter¬

national payments were reflected in the size of the net

official settlements for 1967 (see table 1) : the deficit

of the United States was $3.4 billion (following a deficit

of $1.3 billion in 1965 and a small surplus in 1966);

the deficit of the United Kingdom was $1.3 billion

(following deficits of $0.5 billion in 1965 and $1.5

billion in 1966). The Common Market countries had

a surplus of $1.4 billion (following surpluses of $1.5 bil¬

lion in 1965 and $1.2 billion in 1966).

Events in 1967 showed once more that the United

Kingdom has to ensure that its balance of payments is

strong enough to avoid an excessive deficit swing in

unfavourable conditions. In this year conditions were

indeed unfavourable, notably, the closing of the Suez

canal, dock strikes and much smaller expansion in

world trade. Rising domestic demand in the United

Kingdom, heavy movements out of sterling for confi¬
dence reasons and the deterioration in the balance of

payments all had the cumulative effect of casting doubt

on the ability of the United Kingdom to redress its

balance of payments sufficiently without the necessary



1. BALANCES OF PAYMENTS OF OECD COUNTRIES IN 1965-67*
(For 1967 most figures are provisional or estimated) Millions of US dollars
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measures being accompanied by devaluation. On

18th November 1967 sterling was devalued by 14.3 per
cent and the Government announced measures to restrain

domestic demand which were completed by the Budget in

March, 1968. These measures are designed to bring

about a reduction of internal demand by early 1969

which should free sufficient resources annually for achiev¬

ing the Government's target of an overall balance-of-

payments surplus of the order of $1.2 billion (£ 500 mil¬
lion) a year. At the same time steps were taken to con¬

trol the growth of incomes, a ceiling of 3 1/2 per cent was

set for wage increases and reinforced statutory powers

were proposed to enable the government to postpone or

suspend increases for up to 12 months.

The United States balance-of-payments deficit after

decreasing up to about 1965-66 has since deteriorated.
The main reasons for the deterioration in 1966-67 are

higher military expenditures abroad connected with the

war in Vietnam and a general acceleration of imports.

This trend continued in the first quarter of 1968 when

military expenditures were running roughly $0.5 billion

a year above the 1966-67 average and the surplus on
current account fell to about $2.6 billion at an annual

rate, compared with a 1966-67 average of $5 billion and

a 1964-65 average of 87. 7 billion. In view of the deterio¬

ration of the deficit, particularly towards the end of

1967, and the heavy gold losses by the United States

through its contribution to the Gold Pool, the Pre¬

sident of the United States announced on 1st January,

1968 a substantial programme to redress the balance of

payments. The President's statement made it clear

that this programme included not only a series of

measures to reduce foreign exchange expenditures and

to increase receipts but also fiscal measures and

general monetary restraints.

The Common Market countries' surplus on current

account doubled in 1967 to S4. 1 billion (it was $1.5 bil¬

lion in 1965 and S2.1 billion in 1966). However,

the capital outflow from these countries increased by

81.2 billion and also there was a negative swing in

unrecorded transactions of 80.8 billion. Consequently,

the official settlements surplus, 81.4 billion, remained
about the same as in 1965 and 1966.

Development of countries ' reserves
(see table 2)

The two major components of countries' reserves are

gold and foreign exchange holdings totalling $39.5 bil¬

lion and $28.2 billion, respectively, at the end of 1967.

A third element, the reserve positions in the Inter¬

national Monetary Fund, are also considered by many

countries to be part of their reserves, but these totalled

only $5.7 billion at the of 1967 and they fell slightly

in that year as a result of repayments by the United

Kingdom of earlier drawings on the IMF.

Private demand for gold rose in 1967 to the excep¬
tionally high figure of 83 billion roughly double that
in 1965-66 and four times that in the ten years to 1964.
As western gold production has now levelled out at

81.4 billion a year there was a fall of about $1.6 billion

in world monetary gold stocks (western countries).

Private buying remained heavy in the first 2 1/2 months
of 1968 and led to a further reduction of $1 1/2 billion in

total monetary gold holdings up to 17th March when

the Gold Pool decided to cease to supply gold to the

London or any other market.

This was the first substancial monetary gold outflow

in post-war history. It contrasts sharply with the

previous steady increases in the monetary gold stock.

In the twenty years 1946-65 the inflow averaged about

$1/2 billion a year (in 1966 there was a small outflow).

This major new feature of the system meant that it was

impossible in 1967 (and this will again apply in 1968.

due to the loss of monetary gold in the first 2 1/2 months)

for all countries, taken together, to avoid substantial
deficits in their net official settlements; because there

had to be countries whose falls in net reserves equalled
not only the increases of other countries but, in addition,

the total loss of monetary gold.

The other major component of countries' reserves,

official foreign holdings, showed an exceptionally large

net increase of $3.6 billion, in 1967. This was mainly

the result of the financing required for the official

settlement deficits of the reserve currency countries,

totalling $4.7 billion. It involved an increase of $3.3 bil¬

lion in United States liabilities to foreign central banks

and governments which brought the total of these

liabilities to $16 1/2 billion at the end of 1967, i.e. in

excess of the monetary reserves (gold and foreign

exchange) which totalled $14 billion. The net sterling

liabilities of the United Kingdom to central monetary
institutions increased by 81.1 billion to a total of
87.4 billion.

The large net rise in world foreign exchange reserves
was also connected with an increase of the same amount

in currency swaps between national monetary autho¬

rities and other special transactions of a temporary

nature. For example, outstanding drawings under the

United States Federal Reserve's network of swap faci¬

lities increased by $2.3 billion. This amount included

drawings of $0.7 billion by the United Kingdom. The

United Kingdom also availed itself of swap facilities
with other central banks, the amount of which has not

been published.

Thus the development of countries' reserves in 1967

was characterised by a loss of $1.6 billion in gold and

an increase of $3.6 billion in foreign exchange holdings,

the latter being connected with an increase of the same

amount in special transactions of a temporary nature

and with a larger increase in the liabilities of the reserve

currency countries to foreign official institutions.
(continued on page 6)



2. CHANGES IN GOLD, FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND IMF RESERVE POSITIONS

IN 1955-64 (ANNUAL AVERAGES) 1965, 1966, 1967 AND 1st QUARTER 1968
(Millions of US dollars)

^^^^^"

Gold** Foreign Exchange IMF Reserve Positions** Gold For. Exch. IMF R.P.

Average
1955-64

1965 1966 1967 Average
1955-64

1965 1966 1967 Average
1955-64

1965 1966 1967 1st Quarter 1968

United States -632 -1,665 -571 -1,170 43 349 540 1,024 -42 94 -537 94 -1,362 401 57

United Kingdom -39 129 -325 -649 -9 560 420 245 -24 203 --176

Total Reserve Currency Countries -671 -1,536 -896 -1,819 34 909 960 1,269 -66 94 -537 94 -1,159 225 57

Belgium/Luxembourg 67 107 -33 -45 31 -103 -9 324 15 108 58 -39 -62 10 29

302 977 532 -4 82 -623 -246 367 62 265 104 -102 1 -86 -3

Germany 362 162 -118 -64 85 -778 536 393 83 163 181 -205 -256 561 82

Italy 176 297 10 -14 99 276 -235 609 15 403 336 -43 -24 -193 52

Netherlands 89 68 -26 -19 -2 -94 3 251 20 93 55 -61 -57 -195 126

Total EEC 997 1,611 365 -146 295 -1,322 49 1.944 194 1,032 734 -450 -398 97 286

Canada -5 125 -105 -31 78 -135 -324 61 12 155 95 -15 -39 17 -433

Japan 28 24 1 9 59 74 -100 -15 22 35 66 -82 3 -31 -14

Sweden -8 13 1 43 -61 32 -160 6 55 22 -26 69

Switzerland 121 317 -201 248 7 -193 281 -17 -486 -76

Total Group of Ten 463 554 -835 -1,739 516 -728 898 3,082 169 1,371 380 -479 -2,079 301 -104

Austria 54 100 1 _ 29 -106 -9 137 6 _ 30 14 _ -98 19

Denmark 3 5 11 -1 44 -89 -9 -56 3 25 9 -5 -25

Greece 7 1 42 10 5 -31 -30 3 1 10 4 -25

Iceland 2 10 3 -22 0 1 -5

Ireland 0 2 2 2 7 -38 93 -68 1 -11 11 12 -48 9

Norway -1 -13 24 89 46 142 1 18 8 -26

Portugal 9 53 67 56 13 2 42 81 2 4 12 -31

Spain 48 194 -25 72 -333 -203 9 11 34 25 -166 -72

Turkey -4 12 -14 -5 -2 -15 4 -7 -1 '

Total other OFCD 116 3S7 71 62 194 -511 -63 219 25 59 86 -133 28 -331 -28

Total OECD 579 921 -764 -1,677 710 -1,239 835 3.301 194 1,430 466 -617 - 2,051 -30 -76

Finland. Yougoslavia 6 1 -37 1 14 -66 -69 -9 1 17 -31 _ 145 _

Australia. New Zealand, South 14 29 22 45 161 75 14

Africa 43 -170 230 -47 39 -426 -10 -138 15 29 39 14 161 220 14

Total other Developed Countries 49 -169 193 -46 53 492 -79 -147 210 1.460 505 -605 315 -60

TOTAL DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 630* 735* -520* -1.760* 765 1,730 755 3,155 3 20 23 -6 -31

Middle East Oil Producer (I) 26 52 -8 92 61 178 250 157 -0 	 10 3 	

Other Middle East 14 4 -47 3 12 180 33 194 2 19 36 -17 8

Far East (2) 3 2 8 65 67 192 322 28 3 -17 8 -2 -1

Other Asia 3 33 -33 5 -151 93 108 12 9 31 29 26 7

Latin America, North (3) 8 -36 -26 57 67 9 -42 -2 -1 -2 23 10 28

Other Latin America -78 -69 -19 -42 -42 491 -93 257 5 17 13 8 18

Africa (4) -5 -16 160 -71 82 27 221

TOTAL LESS-DEVELOPED

COUNTRIES -40 -45 -115 340 -60 1,225 605 425 20 75 135 25 30

WORLD NATIONAL RESERVES 590 690 -635 -1,420 705 -505 1.360 3.580 230 1,535 640 -580 -30

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 20 -480 590 -180 _ _ _ _ 310

WORLD (NATIONAL + INTERNA
TIONAL) 610 210 -45 -1,600 705 -505 1,360 3.580 230 1.535 640 --580 -30

Notes: (1) Iran. Iraq, Kuwait, tibya, Saudi Arabia (2} Republic of China, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand (3) Central America, Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Mexico, Venezuela
(4} Excluding Libya and the United Arab Republic
* Includes some unpublished gold reserves not Included In the reserves of the countries listed above.
** Advance payments in gold made in 1365 in connection with the increase of quotas in the IMF (US $253 million: Australia $25 million, rest of the world $ 23 million} and their effects on the IMF

reserve positions are heie accounted for in 1365 and not, as In IMF statistics, in 1366.
Sources: International Financial Statistics (IMF) May 1368 and supplement to 1366-67 issues.

These developments demonstrated the uncertainty and

inadequacy, under present conditions, of the existing

sources of reserve growth for the purposes of meeting

the desire of most countries to achieve a growth of their

official reserves in the long run. The chief means of

achieving their aim in the present system are either

through a deterioration of other countries' net reserves

(by transfers of existing reserves or the creation of

new liabilities of the reserve currency countries) or by

obtaining a share of any net inflow of monetary gold.

However, the previous large annual inflow of mone¬

tary gold ceased in 1965 and 1966 and it is agreed that
further substantial increases in the official liabilities

of reserve currency countries should be avoided as far

as possible. Consequently, if countries continue to

desire a long-term growth of reserves to the same extent

as in the past, it would be necessary to satisfy that desire

in some other way. One of the possible courses of action

is through the scheme for Special Drawing Rights in

the IMF, which is a way of meeting the need, as and

when it arises, to supplement existing reserve assets.

An outline of this scheme was agreed at the IMF's

Annual Meeting held in Rio de Janeiro in September 1967

and it was decided to go ahead with the preparation

of its legal provisions. These provisions were approved

by nine countries at the Ministerial meeting of the

Group of Ten in Stockholm on 29th-30th March, 1968,
and on 3rd June, 1968, it was announced that they had

been approved by the IMF Governors and were being sub¬

mitted to all Members of the IMF for their acceptance.



HOUSING

AS A FACTOR UV
LABOUR MOBILITY
In order to facilitate the mobility of economic resources most OECD Governments tahe
action on two fronts: they encourage industry to settle in areas suffering from unemploy¬
ment and workers to move to those where labour is scarce. The OECD Manpower and
Social Affairs Directorate asked J.B. Cullingworth, Director of the Centre for Urban and
Regional Studies of the University of Birmingham, to collect information on the effect of
housing on labour mobility. Some of the points dealt with in I.B. Cullingivorth's report,
which is to be published by OECD, are summarised below.

Efforts made to persuade workers to leave
areas where there is a labour surplus and go
to others where there is a shortage have run up
against an obstacle : the areas which have

jobs for new arrivals often have no accommodation to
offer them. The need for co-ordination between man¬

power policy and housing policy has only rarely been
translated into fact.

The new towns in the United Kingdom represent an
exceptional venture in the co-ordinated development of
employment and housing. The majority of these towns
have been created to take people from the overcrowded
cities (London, Glasgow, Birmingham, Manchester
and Liverpool) and to provide them with both jobs and
homes. Others (such as Corby) aim at providing houses
for the work force ofa rapidly growing industrial complex
or (like Cwbran in South Wales) at reducing commuting
time in an industrial area.

They constitute a major attempt to overcome the hous¬
ing problems involved in the mobility of labour. The
overall development is under the control of Development
Corporations set up and financed by the State. The role of
the new towns is twofold : to meet the needs ofbadly-hous¬
ed families in the big cities and to achieve a balanced
community where the majority ofworkers can work within
the town. Unlike the satellite towns, which are in effect

dormitory cities, the purpose of the new towns is to relieve
congestion in the big cities, and the principle of " self-
contained " development is cardinal.

It follows from this that the population in these new
towns must be selected according to the employ¬
ment needs of the towns and not simply on the basis
of housing need. This does not prevent the selection of
as many workers as possible from those who are badly-
housed, but employment is the major criterion.

The White Paper on the Scottish Economy explicitly

refers to the direct link between housing and economic
development : " Without a substantial component
of housing directly linked with economic development,
the essential objectives of greater labour mobility and
reduced outward migration are unattainable; equally
productive efficiency and the higher standards of living
which must at once accompany and stimulate such
efficiency cannot be realised unless there is a massive
attack on the social problems of squalor and urban
congestion. Moreover, house-building is the largest
element in the work of the construction industry and,
as has been emphasised in the National Plan, a predic¬
table housing programme is a prime necessity for in¬
creased productivity in this vital industry "

This statement recognises that housing is not simply
a social issue which must qualify and restrict economic
policies: it is an essential part of economic development.
The problem is basically one of translating this impera¬
tive into effective, mutually supporting housing and
labour policies.

But at the present time these policies are distinct, not
only in administrative terms but also in concept. The
manpower authorities regard housing as a separate
field of activity which properly belongs to other agencies.
Though housing may be acknowledged as an important
issue, policy typically stops short of the actual provision
of houses.

For their part, the housing authorities rarely take
into account, when formulating policy, the problem of
housing for migrant workers. Though" housing policy "
might include special subsidies or other provisions for
these workers, it would clash with purely " housing "
priorities. There are three possible forms of assistance
to the migrant worker : information services, financial
aid and the provision of housing.

(continued on page 8)



1. FACTORS WHICH COULD ENCOURAGE WORKERS

UNDER RETIREMENT AGE TO MOVE

2. CONDITIONS DESIRED BY WORKERS WHO

WOULD BE WILLING TO MOVE IF THEY LOST THFIR

JOBS

Encouraged to move by Men

%

Women

%

All Workers

%

Conditions

Nothing at all - would not move 46.5

Would only move out of U.K.. . . 1.4

Would only move if spouse/ano¬
ther member of household moved 0.2

Secure, regular work 	 7.2

Pay and promotion prospects .. 36.8

Other conditions of work 	 5.7

Move of present employer .... 1.8

Accommodation and housing

good	 10. 6

Prospects for children

(including schools) 	

> 48.1

Climate and weather 	

Other physical characteristics of
the locality	

Social amenities, sports, etc. . .

Close to friends 	

Bereavements, changes in do¬
mestic status	

Miscellaneous reasons 	

Number of workers on which the

percentages are based (1) ....

1.2

1.9

4.3

1.1

0.3

0.6

0.6

7.627

60.5

1.0

13.2

1.7

12.9

3.5

0.5

6.2

0.9

0.7

3.3

1.5

0.5

1.6

0.8

74.7

51

1,

4,

5.

28,

5

1

9

57.1

Pay and promotion prospects

Security of job 	

Other conditions of work . . .

Housing	

Good schools 	

Public transport 	

Shopping facilities 	

Social amenities	

Men

1.1

1.5

3.854

Other social characteristics of

the area	

Agreeable surroundings 	

Contacts with friends/family . .

Consideration of the family's
wishes	

62.5

39.9

7.7

81.6

16.0

5.4

4.8

8.0

2.7

16.9

3.1

2.4

Women

56.8

25.5

12.0

73.0

5.4

5.8

3.5

11.2

6.2

18.9

6.9

0.8

Both Sexes

61.7

38.1

8.2

80.5

14.6

5.4

4.6

8.4

3.1

17.2

3.6

2.2

11,481

Financial considerations (other
than pay) 	 2.2

0.3

0.8

0.4

2.0

0.3

Number of persons on which the
percentages are based (1) .... 1.756 259 2.015

(1) Percentages add up to more than 100 as many people gave more than one reason.

The geographical mobility of labour has recently been
studied by the Government Social Survey in Great
Britain. It gives a detailed picture ofpatterns ofmobility
in that country and shows among other things that the
proportion of people living in a region who were born
there varies from 90 per cent in Scotland to 46 per cent
in Eastern England. Between 1953 and 1963, over half
of the sample of 20,000 people moved house at least
once and over a fifth moved more than once.

Another point noted is that the main reason for moving
was to obtain better or more suitable housing; only

one in six of the moves during the ten-year period was
due to work reasons. However, one in four moved house
because of a job at some time in their life.

Questions were asked about the attitudes of workers
towards moving for work reasons (Table 1) ; 57 per
cent of the workers said that no personal reasons would
encourage them to move within the United Kingdom.
Over one-third of the men said they would move ifpay,
promotion and job prospects were good : this constituted
by far the most important encouragement to moving.
The desire for good housing came second and was given
by 11 per cent of the men and 6 per cent of the women.

The authors of the survey wanted to find out what was
the attitude of skilled staff to moving. One of the major
obstacles to the mobility of firms was their belief that
the key workers who would be required to move with
them would refuse to do so. A question was therefore
included in the survey on this point : of the 10,836
workers who answered this question, 33 per cent of men
and 71 per cent of women said they would not move with
their employer, 38 per cent of men and 16 per cent
of women said they would, while II per cent of men
and 4 per cent of women said it would depend on where
they were asked to go.

Another point in the survey was the willingness of
workers to move if their present employment ceased.
Workers who thought that it might not be easy to
obtain another job in their own area asked were whether
they would take a less suitable job or consider moving.
Roughly equal proportions said that they would rather
take a less suitable job (45 per cent) and that they would
consider moving (46 per cent). The latter were asked
what would seem to justify a move. Here, housing
assumes major importance being rated more highly
than pay and promotion (Table 2).

Information Services

The role of the manpower authorities is first to facili¬
tate workers' access to the information they need. H. S.
Parnes' conclusion of fourteen years ago is still true
today : " The average manual worker seems to have
very limited knowledge of job opportunities in the la¬
bour market and even less information regarding the
specific characteristics of jobs in establishments other
than his own. Unless the worker is dissatisfied with

his present job, he generally does not look for other
work at all. If he is dissatisfied, he may canvass his
friends and relatives or, much less commonly, visit the

public employment office in an attempt to line up an¬
other job. But more often he simply quits his present
job and begins a search for another one. This " search ':
generally involves finding out from acquaintances where
job openings exist or even being " spoken for " by
friends currently employed in companies that are hir¬
ing. Alternatively, or perhaps concurrently, it may
involve applying more or less randomly at plants that



the worker happens to know about. The more formal
methods of finding work such as through the public
employment office or responding to newspaper adver¬
tisements are used in only a minority of cases " (1).

The worker's difficulties increase when he has to

change his residence. The employment services of the
manpower authorities do not usually provide direct
assistance for non-employment problems such as hous¬
ing. They do not provide the essential assistance of
helping the worker to find accommodation. This state

of affairs is made worse by the fact that the housing
market is characterised by lack of organisation and
generally available information.

Financial Aid

A wide range of financial aids may be available to
workers moving to a new area, including travel grants,
and removal and lodging allowances. Specific housing
allowances take the form of grants, low-interest loans
and grants for the legal expenses involved in house
purchase. These aids are intended only to cover the
costs involved in the move : they do not usually take
into account the long-term increase in housing costs.
Only longer-term financial aid can make up for the
migrant worker's higher housing costs in a new area.

The financial aid for housing that is granted by em¬
ployers does make provision for this, but it is not the
general rule. In some cases the employer may advance
the sum necessary to make a deposit on purchase of the
house, though this is regarded as tying the worker to his
job in an undesirable way and entailing large repayments.
In other cases the employer may pay a housing subsidy
(towards the rent or the cost of buying). This formula
escapes the above criticism.

Employers sometimes provide more indirect financing
for the building of houses through housing associations
and other similar bodies. This amounts to a form of

financial assistance since the workers' housing costs are
reduced by that much, but is aimed more directly at
encouraging and assisting housebuilding.

Housing Provision

Most authorities consider that the direct provision
of houses is not a proper function of the manpower
services. However, manpower policy is sometimes put
into effect through the intermediary of organisms which
are concerned with housing. Thus, in Sweden, for ex¬
ample, government loans provide over 90 per cent of
the financing for housebuilding. It follows that the
geographical distribution of loan quotas has a determi¬
ning influence on the location of new housing.

" Since this is of direct interest to the labour market, "
note the Swedish autorities, " loan quotas are deter¬
mined in consultation between the Housing Board and
the Labour Market Board. " However, experience has

(1) H. S. Fames, Research on Labour Mobility : An
Appraisal of Research Findings in the United States,
Social Science Research Council, New York, 1954.

shown that where annual housebuilding is steady or
increases very little, it becomes very difficult to make
any significant change in loan quotas. " As a result,
expanding areas have obtained a relatively smaller share
of the housing production than their growing popula¬
tion would have warranted, whereas regions with a
declining population have obtained a disproportionately
large share. "

" The acute housing shortage that has developed in
expanding areas has impeded the creation of such
balance on the labour market as would otherwise have

been possible. If a policy aimed at promoting geogra¬
phical mobility is to be successful without exposing
migrating workers and their dependants to unreasonable
strains, the housing problem must be attacked more
effectively than hitherto. " However, it is not just a
matter of solving the housing problems of unemployed
persons who are forced to move from areas where there

is a labour surplus. Dwellings must also be provided
for the key staff needed in expanding areas.

J. B. Cullingworth considers it unlikely that the obstacle
to mobility created by the housing shortage could be
eliminated in the near future through an overall increase
in and redistribution of house building. It is, however,
necessary continually to modify housebuilding program¬
mes to the advantage of expanding areas in need of
labour but with a housing shortage.

Additional measures must therefore be taken to achieve

immediate results and minimise the waiting time of
migrant labour. This can only be achieved if the regional
housing boards and the municipal authorities agree to
give priority to such labour. In communes with a muni¬

cipal housing exchange agency, applicants are normally
allotted dwellings according to the chronological order
of their application. For labour market reasons, it is
recommended that this system be modified.

During periods when the municipalities are unable
to obtain government loans for all their current housing
projects a common situation they should receive an
additional loan quota on condition that the dwellings
built as a result of this increment or a corresponding
number of older dwellings are reserved for unemployed
workers from other areas who have found a job in the
municipality through the Employment Service. In
Sweden, 5,000 out of a total of 88,000 dwellings built
were allocated in this way during the financial year
1964-1965.

This raises the political problem of providing houses
for migrant workers within the context of an overall

housing policy. Basically, the problem is that of giving
the migrant worker priority over local needs. This is
relatively easy as regards building-trade workers since
the local community in which the houses are to be pro¬
vided can see the direct benefit to itself. Experience shows,
however, that the position is by no means the same for
other types of workers unless there is a general expansion
in housebuilding. In the latter event, the allocation for

migrant workers does not clash with local public opi¬
nion, which cannot complain that a local person is
being deprived of a house.



TENTH ANNIVERSARY

OF

HALDEN REACTOR

PROJECT

On 1st July 1968 the OECD
Halden Reactor Project,

the first of the joint under¬
takings of the European

Nuclear Energy Agency to come into
existence, was ten years old. Crea¬
ted under an Agreement signed in
June 1958, the Project resulted from
recommendations by an expert group

which had been set up in 1 956 by the
Council of the OEEC (now OECD)
to study possibilities for the joint
construction and operation of re¬
search, experimental and prototype
reactors by groups of interested coun¬
tries. One of the types recommended
was a boiling reactor, moderated and
cooled by heavy water, and in their
report the experts stressed the impor¬
tance of speed in building such a
reactor in order to gain maximum

value from the joint project.

In view of this interest the Nor¬

wegian representative on the OEEC
Steering Committee for Nuclear Ener¬
gy later to become the Steering
Committee of ENEA suggested

that the boiling heavy water reactor
at Halden, south of Oslo, then being

built by his country's Institutt for
Atomenergi, should be made avail¬
able for operation as a joint under¬
taking.

Eleven other countries expressed

interest in the Project, and a detailed
Agreement was worked out under
which these countries would share

with the Norwegian Institutt (which
retained ownership of the Halden
installations) the costs of a 3-year
programme of research and experi¬
ment. The countries concerned were

Austria, Denmark, the six countries of

Euratom (Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, Luxembourg and the Nether¬
lands), Spain, Switzerland and the
Norwegian Institutt; Finland (which
was not a member of OEEC or ENEA)

joined the Project, and the US Atomic
Energy Commission was also asso¬
ciated with the work.

The original 3-year programme
of the Halden Project was devoted
to studies of the feasibility of the

boiling heavy water concept reac¬
tor physics and dynamics, develop¬
ment of instruments for measuring

performance characteristics within the
reactor core, and experiments on the

chemistry of the heavy water primary
circuit.

This programme was twice extend¬
ed by 1 Yz years, and in 1964 both
participation and objectives were mod¬
ified when a new programme was

launched devoted largely to long-

View of the Reactor Hall.
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term testing of experimental fuel
elements from participant countries.
This programme, which was further
extended in 1966, now covers re¬

search and development in the fields

of high fuel heat rating, in-core
instrumentation, thorium physics and
fuel studies (thorium is a supple¬
mentary nuclear fuel which can be

burnt in conjunction with fissile
uranium), water chemistry, fuel ele¬
ment testing, and on-line digital
computer control of the reactor.

Participants in the current programme,
besides the Institutt for Atomenergi,
are the Federal Republic of Austria,
the Danish Atomic Energy Commis¬
sion, the Finnish Atomic Energy
Commission, Reactor Centrum Neder-

land, the Italian Comitato Nazionale

per I'Energia Nucleare, the Japanese
Atomic Energy Research Institute,
AB Atomenergi of Sweden, the Gov¬
ernment of Switzerland, the United

Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
the United States Atomic Energy
Commission, and a German indus¬

trial group (Siemens, AEG and Nukem)
working in agreement with the Ger¬
man Ministry for Scientific Research.

Since August 1967, the Halden
reactor has been operating with its
third fuel charge (nominal power up
to 25 thermal megawatts) which
includes experimental thorium oxide
elements. Continuous automatic mon¬

itoring and logging of plant condi¬
tions is now fully operative as a first
step towards the planned on-line
computer control of the installation.

It is expected that during the cur¬
rent 3-year programme period, which
will run until 31st December 1969,
some 60 fuel assemblies will be

irradiated in the reactor while

further development work on in-core
instrumentation, and research into

the chemical phenomena (principally
corrosion effects) in the boiling pri¬
mary circuit will continue.

Thus 10 years after its its initiation,

the OECD Halden Reactor Project
remains in the forefront of research

and development on boiling water
reactor technology and fuel testing.
During these 10 years the various
Project budgets have totalled some

11 4.5 million, excluding the reactor
construction costs which were borne

by the Norwegian authorities.

The fact that a further experimental
programme, to follow the current one

after 1969 is at present under dis¬
cussion is evidence of the continu¬

ing value placed on the Project by
the participant countries.

Part of the on-line digital computer installation.
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DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE PATTERN

OF

OIL MOVEMENTS

BY SEA

The closure of the Sue/, ("anal in i 956/57

and 1967 caused major upheavals in the
pattern of sea transport of oil. Tanker
demand increased abruptly as trading
distances lengthened. Under normal con¬
ditions, the year-to-year influence of the
changing pattern of oil transport is small
in comparison with the influence on tanker
demand of overall growth of the trade.
For a number of years preceding 1967,
the average transport distance ofthe inter¬
regional oil trades decreased ; transport
performance and consequently tanker
requirements grew less fast than tonnage

shipped. The bringing into operation of
huge tankers which can no longer transit
the Sue/ Canal fully loaded may reverse
this trend after the Canal reopens.
These are some of the conclusions from a

special chapter on developments in the
pattern of oil movements by sea contain¬
ed in the Annual Report of the OKCD

Maritime Transport Committee, which is
shortly to be published.

International oil movements by sea, excluding
a number of national trades, grew from 225 mil¬

lion tons in 1950 to an estimated 950 million tons

in 1966. Since 1961, oil in international trade has
accounted for more than 50 per cent of international
seaborne trade, reaching 54 per cent in 1966. Table 1
describes the development of the main oil movements;
these exclude trades which are of only limited signi¬
ficance for tanker employment in a worldwide context
but include the important United States coastal
trade. Between 1950 and 1966, tonnage shipped on
these main oil movements increased from 253 to

908 million tons, i.e. by 256 per cent. Seaborne oil
transport is better described by ton-mile figures than
by figures of tonnage shipped. Between 1950 and
1966, transport performance in ton-miles on the main
oil movements rose faster than tonnage shipped,
i.e. by 318 per cent. Over the same period the world
tanker tonnage increased by 260 per cent (Table 2).
Carrying capacity, measured in T2- equivalents (1)
has 'grown considerably faster than deadweight
tonnage. Over the period, it grew by 340 per cent,
even faster than transport performance for the main
oil trades.

1 ESTIMATES OF MAIN OIL MOVE
PERFORMANCE

Main oil movements

Year

Inter

regional (1 )

U.S.

Coastal (2)
Total

million tons 1950 = 100

1950 183 70 253 100

1951 207 75 282 111

1952 231 75 306 121

1953 256 80 326 129

1954 265 80 345 136

1955 302 80 382 151

1956 328 75 413 163

1957 344 80 424 168

1958 365 80 445 176

1959 397 85 482 191

1960 441 90 531 210

1961 483 95 578 228

1962 545 90 635 251

1963 602 95 697 275

1964 672 90 762 301

1965 743 85 828 327

1966 823 85 908 356

Source : (1 ) BP Statistical Review of The World Oil Industry, partly estimated.

(2) Estimates.

(3) 1950-1955 : estimates based on W.L. Newton, The Long Term

1957-1966 : BP Tanker Company Ltd.

' «l l_!k_*_M!
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The broad indications of the long-term development
of transport performance and carrying capacity
contained in the two tables are not sufficient to

describe with precision the relation between tanker
requirements and tanker supply, which is determined
by many other elements; including, on the demand
side :

the participation of tankers in the grain trade;

the participation, in recent years, of combined
oil/bulk/ore carriers in the oil or bulk trades, depen¬
ding on the market situation;

requirements for other specialised services and mili¬
tary requirements.

On the supply side, the presentation in T2-equi-
valents does not account for the iniluence on carry¬
ing capacity of changes in port-time and time spent
for repairs, etc.

With these qualifications, a confrontation of
tanker carrying capacity and transport performance
for the main oil movements nevertheless reflects

some of the principal trends of world tanker demand
and supply in recent years :

over the whole period, carrying capacity and trans¬
port performance rarely developed in parallel;

after the first Suez Canal closure in 1956/57 the
growth of transport performance slackened, while
carrying capacity continued to increase at a high
rate. This eventually forced more than 10 per cent
of the tanker fleet into lay-up;

from 1960 to 1963 carrying capacity grew more
slowly than transport performance, thereby reducing
the built-up over-capacity;

between 1961 and 1966, carrying capacity developed
slightly faster than transport performance. A pre¬
carious balance of demand and supply was main¬
tained which, short of massive lay-up, nevertheless
required continuous search for employment in the
grain trades and probably a growing rate of under¬
employment of parts of the active fleet.

(continued on page 14)

(\) Defined as a US, 700 dwt vessel with a service speed oj
14.5 knots.

MENTS AND OIL TRANSPORT

1950-1966

ESTIMATES OF WORLD TANKER

FLEET 1950-1966

Oil transport performance

Inter¬

regional (3)

U.S.

Coastal (2)
Total

1000 million ton-miles 1950=100

720

o

O O

o

1 260

0 o

1 600

1 650

1 750

1 900

2 100

2 350

2 600

2 850

3 100

3 400

130

140

140

140

150

160

170

160

170

160

150

150

850

1 400

1 740

1 790

1 900

2 060

2 270

2510

2 770

3010

3 250

3 550

100

165

205

211

223

242

267

295

326

354

382

418

Total deaclweight (1) Total carrying

capacity (2)

Year
-

million 1950 = T2-equi- 1950 =

d. w. t. 100 valents 100

1950 27,6 100 1 325 100

1951 29,8 108

1952 32,6 118

1953 35,5 129 «

1954 39,0 141

1955 41,0 149 2 096 158

1956 44,4 161

1957 49,6 180 2 552 193

1958 55,7 202 2 923 221

1959 60,9 221 3 367 254

1960 64,0 232 3 696 279

1961 67,1 243 3 919 296

1962 70,4 255 4117 311

1963 75,0 272 4 340 328

1964 81,6 296 4 734 357

1965 90,1 326 5 316 401

1966 99,4 360 5 840 441

Development of the Tanker Freight Market.

(1 ) End of the year tankers 2000 d.w.t. and over.
Source : BP Statistical Review of the World Oil Industry ; John I. Jacobs

and Co. Ltd., World Tanker Fleet Review.

(2) Middle of the year, tankers 10000 d.w.t. and over (excluding U.S.S.R.).
Sources: W.L.Newton, The Long Term Development of the Tanker Freight

Market; John I. Jacobs and Co. Ltd., World Tanker Fleet Review.
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Development of the Pattern of Oil Exports
and Imports

As regards oils exports, the principal developments
from 1950 to 1966 were :

the decline of United States oil exports from 10 per

The Oil Port of Kuwait

cent to one per cent of total inter-regional oil trade
(i.e. all trades making up the main oil movements
except the US coastal trade) ;

the decline of Caribbean exports from 40 to 20 per
cent ;

the increase of the Middle East share from 14 to 52

per cent;
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the appearance of three new oil exporting regions,
USSB, North Africa and West Africa, which had

insignificant or no exports in 1950 and which accoun¬
ted, by 1966, for 23 per cent of inter-regional exports.

On the import side, the combined share of the
United States and Canada declined from 30 to 18

per cent, the share of Western Europe increased
from one-third to one-half of the total volume, and

Japan emerged as a major importer, taking 12 per

In 1958, only the first three of these trades held
a dominant position, but in the following eight
years North African exports to Europe developed
into the second largest of the inter-regional trades
in terms of tonnage shipped. During the same period
the importance of Caribbean exports to the United
States dropped considerably and the share of the Mid¬
dle East/European trade decreased to a marked ex¬
tent, while remaining the largest single trade. The

TRANSPORT PERFORMANCE ON MAIN OIL MOVEMENTS AND CARRYING

CAPACITY OF WORLD TANKER FLEET 1950-1966
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cent of all imports by 1966. In these four regions,
which together are largely identical with the OECD
area, total imports increased from 64 to 81 per cent
of total inter-regional oil trade. This reilects both
the higher than average economic growth especially
of Europe and Japan and their growing dependence
on energy imports.

In global terms, the main trend of the oil trades
between 1950 and 1966 has been the relative decline

of the Western Hemisphere as both exporter and
importer and the corresponding increase of exports
and imports of Eastern Hemisphere regions.

Development of the Main Oil Trades

The following are the four key trades, each of
which accounted for more than 10 per cent of the total
inter-regional trade volume in 1966 and which toge¬
ther made up 60 per cent of the total :

Middle East - Western Europe
Caribbean - United States

Middle East - Japan

North Africa - Western Europe

trade from the Middle East to Japan increased from
four to ten per cent of the total inter-regional volume.

Among other important trades, that from the Carib¬
bean to Western Europe dropped from 8.0 per cent
to 5.1 per cent between 1958 and 1966, while that
from USSB to Eastern Europe increased from 1 .9
to 4.1 per cent.

Transport Performance and
Trading Distance

The average transport distance of the inter-region¬
al oil movements increased by about 15 per cent be¬
tween 1950 and 1958, reaching an abnormal peak in
1957 due to the closure of the Suez Canal. This trend

was reversed in 1958, and, between 1958 and 1966,

the average transport distance of the inter-regional
movements decreased by about 8 per cent (1). This

(1) The average transport distance of the main oil movements
(i.e. including US coastal shipments and only excluding the
remaining intra-regional movements ) developed according to
the same general pattern although less pronounced.
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influenced tanker requirements, and it is possible that
the surplus tanker capacity which appeared after
1956/1957 was in part the result of an insufficient adap¬
tation to this new trend although the main reason for
this development was probably the fear of a new clos¬
ure of the Suez Canal. The decline of the average trans¬
port distance in the inter-regional trades after 1958
can be attributed in particular to the rapid develop¬
ment of the North Africa-Europe trade, which is the
shortest of all major inter-regional movements.

It has been shown that total tonnage shipped in
the inter-regional oil trades and total transport per¬
formance have not developed in parallel over the
years. The resulting changes of the average transport
distance can be due to two factors :

changes in the relative importance of short and
long distance trades;

changes of the average transport distance of a given
trade.

In the case of Western Europe, both factors have
contributed to lower transport distances for a number
of years. Short-distance imports from North Africa
grew much faster than total imports and the rapid
development of the South European discharge termi¬
nals and the supply of central European refineries
through pipelines from the Mediterranean shortened the
average transport distances from both the Persian
Gulf and African sources of supply. The first of these
lines, from Lavera to Strasbourg and Karlsruhe,
was opened in 1962. In 1966, the two systems origi¬
nating in Lavera and Genoa carried about 45 million
tons of crude oil -- more than 10 per cent of total
Western European imports.

A third system, the Transalpine Line from Trieste,
started operations late in 1966 and will eventually
be able to carry more than 50 million tons of oil.

Present Trends

The closure of the Suez Canal in 1967 disrupted
the normal pattern of oil movements by sea for a
second time in ten years. The Maritime Transport
Committee's report does not examine the special
situation created by this event, but sums up some
salient elements which have determined the 1966

pattern of oil movements and which are likely to
remain important in the near future, whether or not the
Canal is soon re-opened.

Oil imports by Western Europe, Japan and North
America accounted, in 1966, for about 80 per cent
of tonnage shipped and of transport performance
in the inter-regional oil trades. The average European
import distance was somewhat below the inter-region¬
al average, the average Japanese import distance
was considerably higher, and the United States distance
considerably lower than the average. The main
suppliers of Western Europe are the Middle East
and North Africa, of Japan the Middle East, and of
North America the Caribbean.

These are the principal oil trades which are likely
to continue determining the pattern of oil movements
by sea for some time to come.

The average trading distances for the Caribbean-
United States and the Middle East Japan trades

are not liable to change notably, and transport
performance for the North American and Japanese
oil imports can be expected to develop more or less
in parallel with tonnage shipped.

Eor Western Europe, the picture is more compli¬
cated. Until the closure of the Suez Canal in 1967,

the higher than average growth of North African
supplies and the development of South European
discharge terminals and pipelines had the effect of
shortening the average distance of European oil
imports. This trend may continue to influence the
pattern of oil movements in coming years whether
or not the Suez Canal remains closed. The present
picture is, of course, dominated by the long Cape
routes.

An important development has recently been
obscured by the closing of the Suez Canal. For some
years very large tankers have been using the Cape
routes from the Persian Gulf, returning in ballast
through the Canal. It has been recorded that almost
20 million tons were shipped in 1966 around the Cape
to Western Europe and North America, as against
5 million tons in 1965. Becent estimates indicate that

200,000 dwt vessels can operate considerably more
cheaply on these routes than the biggest (60-65,000
dwt) which can use the Canal fully loaded. The Suez
Canal would have to be considerably deepened and
enlarged before this advantage could be cancelled
out and meanwhile a large number of tankers in
the 200,000 dwt group is under construction.

Even under normal conditions, i.e. after the Canal

reopens, one may consequently expect a pronounced
trend of increasing transport distances for the trade
from the Persian Gulf to Europe and, to a lesser
extent, for the Persian Gulf - North American trade.

The principal elements summarised above should
continue to determine a normal pattern of oil move¬
ments by sea after the Suez Canal reopens. It is not
improbable, in this case, that the development of
normal oil shipments around the Cape could lead
to a reversal of the recent trend of decreasing average
transport distances in inter-regional oil trade observed
for the period 1958-1966. Transport performance
and thus tanker requirements might develop in
step with or even faster than the tonnage volume
of the inter-regional oil movements.
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Main points from the

OECD "
ECONOMIC
OUTLOOK

JULY 1968

The July issue discusses economic prospects after the recent crisis ofconfidence in international
monetary arrangements and the strides in France.

The crisis of confidence was primarily due to "simultaneous weakness in the balances of
payments of both the United Kingdom and the United States. There are now, however rea¬
sonable grounds for believing that the worst of the confidence crisis is over. The decision to
suspend gold pool operations in March eliminated one source of weakness that had deve¬
loped in the system. And, dramatic and unexpected as were events in France in May and June,
the economic problems left in their wake should not be exaggerated. Though Hurries of
confidence may still occur, their frequency and importance should diminish if policies
remain firmly directed to the re-establishment of internal and external equilibrium".

"Both of the reserve currency countries have now, after differing periods of delay, taken
action to restrain domestic demand - action in line with what opinion at home and abroad
thought appropriate. It is still too early to judge the full effect of the British budget and its
timing. But there should be little doubt that a major improvement in the British balance of
payments will develop over the coming year. In the United States, the restrictive fiscal action
eventually taken by Congress was even larger than originally envisaged and should provide
a period of about a year during which the excessive pressure of home demand cools off.
That would lead to a better trend of costs and prices; and -together with last January's meas¬
ures to improve the external capital account - should establish a progressively stronger balance
of payments during the next 12 months or so". (continued on page is)



OECD DEMAND

AND OUTPUT

"After the setback experienced in the first half of
1967, OECD industrial production advanced strongly
during the second half of the year and the early months
of 1968. The sharp recovery in activity was widely
spread and was accompanied by a strong rise in
imports."

"The French strikes are likely to reduce OECD
output by less than A per cent in 1968, but have

considerably distorted the half-yearly time-path. On
account of this, the level of OECD GDP wasi per cent

less in the first half year and is likely to be \ per cent
more in the second half."

"As a result of policy measures in the deficit countries,

the underlying rate of growth of OECD output is likely
to slow down from about 5 ± per cent in the first half

of 1 968 to around 3 per cent in the second. The
growth of domestic demand is also likely to decelerate

in Japan."

In early 1969 domestic demand in the reserve
currency countries is expected to increase only very

moderately. "The prospects for most continental Euro¬
pean countries into 1969 depend essentially on how

successful they are in absorbing the substantial deter¬
ioration in their foreign balance. Most will be helped

by the momentum built up during the rapid expansion
since last autumn, and there is no reason why domestic

demand rather than exports should not now take over

the leading role. In France this would require policies
along the lines discussed below, and in som: other

countries additional expansionary measures may prove
necessary in 1969, if not 1968."

Outloof^ for Individual Countries
"In the United States, after the revival of inventory

accumulation in the second half of last year, output

in the first half of 1968 was supported by an upsurge

of domestic demand. The impact on domestic

resources was cushioned somewhat by a decline

in the rate of inventory accumulation and a further
sharp deterioration in the foreign balance. The

enactment of the fiscal package and the effects of

recent monetary restraint should now gradually reduce

the present overheating during the second half of

1968." The "continuation of present policies of res¬
traint" would lead to a welcome period of slower than

normal growth over the next 1 8-24 months. "Previous

experience suggests that, such a 'cooling-off' period
would help to overcome the external and internal

effects of earlier over-rapid expansion."

In the United Kingdom, "after devaluation and in

anticipation of price increases and a severe budget,

private consumption in the first quarter apparently rose

at an annual rate of about 1 0 per cent, implying a

substantial fall in the savings ratio. After the budget

1. REAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

(Percentage changes, seasonally adjusted, at annual rates - Estimates and forecasts)

Weight
1966

(b)

From previous year From previous half-year (a)

1967 1968
1967 1968

1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half

United States (GNP) 52.2 2.6 4 -1H 2 1.5 4.0 6 3

United Kingdom 7.2 1.4 3 1° 4 2.1 2.1 4 2 l

Canada (GNP) 3.7 2.8 3 1° 2 4.3 0.8 41 3 1° 2

Japan (GNP) 6.7 13.1 7 -1-
' 2 12.7 13.9 7 24

France (c) 7.0 4.4 3 1° 2 4.4 4.5 ..(c) ..(c)

Germany (GNP) 8.3 0.3 4 -1H 2 2.7 4.7 5 3 1O 2

Italy 4.3 5.9 5 7.3 3.0 7 3

Other Europe 10.6 3.3 4 AH 2 2.6 4.6 51 31

Total OECD 100.0 3.3 4 1H 2 2.6 4.5 5 1(d) 3 (d)

of which :

OECD excl. Continental Europe 69.8 3.5 4 _ 2.8 4.6 51 21

GNP = Gross National Product, (a) The figures for half years are the seasonally adjusted change from the immediately preceding half (e.g-
1967 1st half over 1966 2nd halfj expressed at a compound annual rate (e.g. an actual increase by 3 per cent between the two half years corres¬
ponds to a 6.1 per cent increase at annual rates), (b ) Member countries' GDP for 1966 converted into dollars at current rates of exchange,
(c ) The half-yearly figures, distorted by the strikes, have no significance: see note on France below, which also sets out the policy assumptions

on which the forecast for 1968 is based, (d) Adjusted for the distortions caused by the French strikes.
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in March real consumption has fallen to more normal

levels; the savings ratio seems to have recovered

significantly and the sharp rise in prices has reduced
purchasing power. With a levelling off of government

expenditure total domestic demand should decline

somewhat, despite the expected recovery in business
investment".

"Now that devaluation has been followed by strong
measures to restrain home demand the balance of

payments should improve substantially, and, granted
the continuation of present policies, there are now

grounds for optimism concerning longer run prospects."

"In Germany the upturn which began last summer

has continued. Although the increasing optimism of

business tests and the fact that recovery has now

lasted almost a year point to continued expansion, its
strength in the second half of 1968 and into 1969

remain uncertain. Investment demand is still running

below the 1966 levels and may not be strong enough

to offset slackening demand for exports, whilst consum¬
er's demand, though fairly strong in recent months,

is unlikely to accelerate. If the growth of overall

demand in the second half of 1968 were to prove

insufficient, the lack of balance now apparent between

investment and consumption could lead to a more

pronounced slow-down in 1969. This situation would

make further stimulative measures desirable probably
in the form of fiscal action."

"In Italy, the slowdown in expansion in the second

half of 1967 was to a large extent due to an adverse

swing in the foreign balance. In the first half of
1 968 a considerable reduction in the rate of stock-

building has further slackened the expansion of domestic
demand, but this was more than offset by the strong

expansionary impact of the foreign balance. In the
second half of 1968 domestic demand is likely to

accelerate but the growth of exports should be mar¬

kedly lower and expansion in the rest of the year
now appears likely to be significantly slower than

appeared likely earlier. If such a trend should develop
the situation meght well call for selective expansionary

action. The current surplus of the balance of payments

was running at a very high level in the first half of the

year, and may remain substantial."

"In Japan the prolonged, rapid expansion has begun

to slow down under the impact of the restrictive mone¬

tary policy pursued since the middle of last year.
Industrial activity may remain rather flat throughout

the remainder of this year and, although the external
climate may become less favourable, the current ba¬

lance should continue to improve, albeit more slowly.

If the recent tendency towards a rapid improvement

of the balance of payments is confirmed in the coming

months some relaxation of monetary restraint may be
possible."

"In Canada, despite the continued worsening of the

cost/price situation, the trade balance has improved
strongly in response to heavier demand from the

United States. Influenced by recent fiscal measures

and trends in the United States there may be some
weakening in the expansion of output in the second

half of the year, implying that growth for the year

will be at rather less than the capacity rate, and some

progress towards the restoration of a better cost/price

position."

TRADE AND CURRENT

INVISIBLES

"Parallelling the trends in demand and output.

OECD trade is expected to slow down markedly in the
remainder of 1968.

!. OECD OUTPUT AND TRADE

1967-68

(Percent change from previous half year,
seasonally adjusted, annual rates-

Estimates and forecasts)

Trendrates excluding
effects of

French strikes

1967 1968

1st half 2nd half 1st ha/f\ 2nd half

OECD real GNP (a)
OECD imports (b)

OECD exports (b)

2.6

4.0

7.3

4.6 51 3

5.7 131 4

0.8 15 41
1 1

(a) Because of the French strikes the level of OECD GNP was
actually ' per cent lower in the first half of 1968 and is
expected to be li a per cent higher in the second half.

(b) Adjusted for temporary effects of U.K. dock strikes and French
strikes.

"The strikes in France have strongly disturbed OECD
trade in May and June and the after-effects will continue
to be felt for several months. A tentative estimate

suggests that total OECD exports in the second quarter

may have been 3 ^ per cent lower than they would
otherwise have been, but that most of this loss will

be made up either by France or by other countries
in the third quarter."

"The combined current account position of the

reserve currency countries might improve by as much as
$3 \ billion (annual rate) between the two halves of
this year. This would reverse the major part of the
deterioration experienced over the last 1 8 months.

A swing of this size would be mirrored in the trading
position of other countries; there might be a swing

of around $2 i billion for the EEC and of perhaps
over $ 2- billion for Canada. Looking ahead to next
year, it seems likely that, despite continuing moderate
growth of demand in the reserve currency countries,
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reasonably satisfactory growth of OECD trade would

be possible if strong rates of domestic expansion are
maintained in the surplus countries of Continental
Europe."

The chapter on trade also includes an analysis of

underlying trends in the imports, exports, and invisibles
of individual countries, an assessment of OECD trade

with other countries, and a note on the impact of
various special factors on OECD trade in the second
half of 1967 and in 1968.

INTERNATIONAL
CAPITAL MOVEMENTS

"Over the past 12 months, international capital
movements have been strongly influenced by specula¬
tive factors: repeated attacks against sterling and some
currencies, massive private gold purchases until sales

by the Gold pool countries were suspended in March,
and, more recently, large outflows of funds from
France." The impact of the large scale gold purchases

A. SELECTED SHORT-TERM CAPITAL

FLOWS AND THE GOLD CRISIS

In recent years there have been contrasting swings in certain types
of short-term capital movements in the United States and in the
United Kingdom. In the latest period, the sum of these movements
appears to have been sharply affected by the gold crisis.

Mars Sept
1965

. Total

i United States short-term liabilities to non-official holders, including Cer¬
tificates of Deposit.

i United Kingdom net banking and non-monetary short-term capital move¬

ments. The latter are adjusted for special transactions and in the most
recent period include the exchange adjustment on predevaluation forward

contracts entered into by the Bank of England. As these mature, the decline

in liabilities converted at the new rate of exchange would be less than the

cost of settlement at the rates of exchange (based on the old parity) fixed
by the original forward contract. An adjustment is therefore required to
cover the total outflow of funds.

on the balances of payments of OECD countries is

illustrated by chart A.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

EQUILIBRIUM AFTER
THE GOLD CRISIS

"In the year ending in March 1968 the official

settlements deficit of the reserve currency countries
was $4 billion larger than in the preceding twelve¬
month period. But at the same time the official

position of the other OECD countries taken together

B. CURRENT BALANCES/1966 - 1 968
seasonally adjusted half-yearly figures at annual rates
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was also worse rather than better, as might have

been expected by $1.2 billion. There was, it is
true, an improvement in the position of the primary

producing countries, with their official settlements

surplus rising to around $2 billion as their current
account position improved, with perhaps also some

increase in capital receipts. But by far the largest

counterpart to the $5 billion official settlements deficit

recorded by the OECD countries was the loss of
around $3 billion of monetary gold."

"Although for the year as a whole the changes
from 1 967 are not very striking, important shifts in

current balances seem likely in the second half of the

year."

"On capital account, the main factors determining

the outcome for 1 968 will be the impact of the new

United States balance of payments programme on the

one hand, and the speculative forces working against
the pound sterling and the French franc on the other.
Such indicators as are so far available suggest that

the United States programme is working more or less
as intended."

"It would seem that the prospects for decisive pro¬
gress towards better international payments equilibrium

within the present international monetary framework
depend in the first place on how much and how quickly

the current account positions of the reserve currency

countries respond to a slower rate of domestic expansion
(and devaluation in the case of the United Kingdom).

Over the slightly longer run, however, an equally
important factor will be the success achieved in main¬

taining a substantial level of long-term capital outflows
from the European Economic Community."

OTHER FEATURES

This issue also includes an analysis of productivity,

wage cost and price developments in some Western
European countries and in the United States and a

detailed study on monetary developments with special

emphasis on the United States and Germany. A review

article highlights some aspects of the recently published

'National Accounts of OECD countries, 1957-66' .

PROSPECTS IN FRANCE

AFTER THE STRIKES
The special article on France first summarises the

events up to May. "In the first quarter of 1 968 the
increase in industrial production had speeded up to
an annual rate of about 1 0 per cent". "This expansion

appears to have been due chiefly to exports which

rose at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of over

20 per cent from September to April"	 "but it was
uncertain whether this acceleration would suffice to

prevent a further increase of the margin of unused

capacity and unemployment" (see Chart).

"The increase in industrial production in early 1968
mobilised some latent productivity reserves but did

not reduce the substantial margin of unemployed re¬
sources. In March, 84 per cent of enterprises reported

that, given more orders, they could produce more with
existing capacities and employment levels. In many

industries clothing and textiles, household equip¬

ment, food processing, construction materials in¬
creased production of the order of 10 to 15 per cent
seemed feasible, and only th_ car industry appeared
near full capacity utilisation at unchanged employment
levels."

"Thus, prior to the strikes and allowing for the

less favourable export prospects for the second half

of 1968, it seemed reasonable to expect that GDP

in 1 968 would rise by about 5 per cent a rate which

would have accorded with the medium-term target
postulated by the Plan but which would not have led
to any absorption of spare resources."

"The scale of the May/June strikes has no equivalent

in the economic history of France, or indeed of other
Member countries. More than 10 million wage and

salary earners, out of a total of some 15 million,
stopped work for about three weeks or longer. The
strikes spread over most of manufacturing industry and
a considerable part of construction, and various services
were affected to differing degrees. The majority of

civil servants stopped work and railway traffic came
to a standstill. In banking, insurance and other

services, work stoppages were of shorter duration.
Retail trade and transport of goods by road were little
affected. There was practically no direct impact on

agriculture. At the time of writing it is difficult to
estimate the resulting loss of output." "On the basis
of information at present available, it is estimated
that some 4 to 4 | per cent of the annual output
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of manufacturing industry, and perhaps 3 per cent
of that of building and construction, may have been lost

during the strikes. Smaller losses seem plausible for
the rest of output, except tourism and entertainment.

POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL GDP,

LABOUR UTILISATION

AND UNEMPLOYMENT,
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In total, GDP, which was likely to increase at an actual
rate of about 2 J per cent between the second half
of 1967 and the first half of 1968, may have dropped

instead by about 4 per cent, allowing for some recuper¬
ation in late June."

The article then describes in detail the effect of the

strikes on various sectors of activity, the wage settle¬

ments and the first policy measures taken by the French

authorities up to early July.

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

NOTES TO CHART

By 1967, there was a cumulative gap of the order of 2 per cent between the
actual level of GDP and its potential growth calculated on the assumptions of

the IVth and Vth Plans (see chart). The potential increase in labour productivity

and in the labour force may have been even higher than officially estimated in

recent years; if one assumed a potential GDP growth of 6 per cent, the gap
would have amounted to 5 per cent of GDP in 1967. The widening margin
between potential and actual GDP in recent years was reflected both in the

continued increase in the number of job seekers and in the decline in recorded

participation rates, probably corresponding to under-utilisation of the potential

labour force. These two estimates of the gap between potential and actual

output in 1 967 suggest that over a period of three years it would take a growth

rate of at least 6 per cent, or on the alternative assumption as much as 7 ' ., per

cent, to absorb the margin of unused resources existing by the beginning of
1 968. In practice, the speed with which this slack would be taken up is limited,

in view of obstacles such as shortages of skilled labour and lack of geographical

and professional mobility.

Pctential Output. The broken line shows " potential output " calculated on

the productivity and employment assumptions incorporated in the IVth Plan

(1960-65) adjusted for the increase in the civilian labour force resulting from
repatriation from Algeria and demobilisation; from 1966 onwards it shows the
assumption concerning potential output incorporated in the Vth Plan (5 per cent).

The dotted line shows, from 1965 onwards, an alternative estimate of potential

output (6 per cent) obtained by combining a potential productivity increase of

5 per cent compared with 4.5 per cent assumed in the Vth Plan, with the growth

of the potential labour force. The latter, as calculated by the French authorities,

is based on net immigration of labour and on the age and sex structure of the
population, adjusted by extrapolating the trend in activity rates for specific age

groups observed between the censuses of 1954 and 1962. Since the 1954

census took place at the moment of a cyclical trough, whereas that of 1962

corresponded to an upswing in activity, the official figures probably over¬
estimate the underlying trend in activity rates. But the figures are here shown
adjusted for the increase in the school population in the active age group, and

this may partly offset the upward bins.

Labour Utilisation. The solid line in tho bottom half of the chart (left scale)

shows unemployment according to census definitions as calculated by INSEE
(the figure for the first four months of 1968 was estimated by multiplying the
number of unsatisfied job applications, seasonally adjusted, by 1.9). The

histogram corresponding to the right hand scale represents the total cumulative

gap between the potential labour force (as calculated by the French authorities,
adjusted for the increase in schooling) and actual employment. It is thus a

measure of unutilised labour resources, based on the assumptions about partici¬

pation rates incorporated in the estimates of the potential labour force.

1. GDP, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

Percent change Indices 1967 = 100

1967

1 968 forecasts
1967

1st half

1967

2nd half

1968

1st half

estimate

1968

2nd half

forecast (a)Pre-May Revised (a)

GDP at constant prices

Industrial production

Imports, value (b)

Exports, value (b)

4.4

2.2

4.4

4.4

5

7

9£
11

34° 2

4

8

7

98.9

98.8

98.4

98.9

101.1

101.2

101.6

101.1

97

94

94

93

110

114

122

121

(a) Assuming the policy assumptions discussed later in this note.

(b) Customs basis.
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MAIN POLICY ISSUES

The French economy is faced with wage increases of
more than double the rate of the underlying produc¬
tivity increases. In a fully-employed economy, the
authorities would have little option but to raise taxes,
cut expenditure and allow prices to rise. But in France
the wage increase has come at a time when a significant
margin of real resources is not being used. There is
therefore a choice between allowing the increase in
monetary demand to be worked out in higher prices

which would probably entail a further spiral of
costs and prices; or, alternatively, in trying to limit

the rise in prices, and by so doing preserve a higher
level of real demand and thus stimulate a faster rise

in output and therefore also in productivity.

The second policy, of allowing wage increases to be
absorbed to a greater extent by productivity increases,
would not only postpone but also moderate the eventual
rise in prices. It would require a fairly complex and
conscious policy on the part of the authorities, having
implications for the budget, for the profits of enterprise
and for monetary policy. In order to make clear the

nature of the policy options open, the following para¬
graphs set out the main elements of which a policy of
this second sort might consist; and an attempt is made
to depict the sort of internal and external conditions

which might prevail at the end of the year were such
policies generally pursued. The quantitative estimates

must be considered as more than usually tentative.

The difficulty of containing the price increase is

enhanced by two factors. First, the wage increases
have generally been largest for the lower-paid workers;
this could lead to heavy pressure on profit margins in
labour-intensive and low-wage sectors. These sectors
contain many marginal enterprises which might in any
case have been in danger of being submerged in the
structural transformation of the French economy, but
which could not be allowed to disappear overnight.
Second, the events which led to the wage increases
were, in themselves, of a nature liable to undermine

confidence and rekindle the inflationary psychology
that prevailed in the 1950's.

There are, however, two main approaches by which
the Government might minimise price increases and

maximise real growth. First, it might seek to induce
and, where necessary, help both the public and

private enterprise sectors to absorb part of the cost
increases by some temporary shrinkage of profit mar¬
gins. And second, it might accept part of the increased
borrowing requirements required to pay for the higher

charges with which the public administration is itself
now faced.

Output, Employment and Demand

Given the margin of unused resources, it would

be possible to aim at a rate expansion somewhat faster

than was previously likely, e.g. at a level of output

at the end of the year perhaps 6 £ per cent higher
than at the beginning. Though a higher rate of increase

might be feasible, structural problems and the risks of

2. HOUSEHOLD APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (a)

1967

F. billion

i

Hypothetical Changes end-1967 to end-1968
per cent

Difference due

to impact of May-June

Before (b) After
Allowing for impact of May-June settlements

rates

F. billion

Net wages
Gross income of individual

entrepreneurs

Interests, rents, dividends
Social benefits

Other income (net)

186.4

109.0

12.3

98.7

5.0

7

n
7

9

13

15

101

7

121

13

15

3 1

3

Total 411.4 8 13 211

Less: Social Security contributions
Income tax

Disposable income

Consumption
Saving

62

23.1

382.1

329.2

52.9

17

18

7l
' 2

7 l' 2

-

28

18

121

121

1

20 1

17

3 1O 2

(a) Shown here on French definitions rather than OECD standardised definitions.

(b) In its April assessment of the Economic Budget for 1968 the authorities were forecasting a rise in .consumption between calendar year
1967 and 1968 of about 7 '/_ at current prices and it seems that this might also have been the trend through 1968.
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bottlenecks and skilled labour shortages might suggest
a prudent target. Despite the probability of unusually
large productivity gains, to raise output by 6 J per
cent would require some increase in labour input,
perhaps of the order of 1 per cent. Although the new
settlements provide for reductions in the standard

working week, this increase might be principally in
the form of eliminating short-time work in some bran¬
ches and more overtime in others. If so, there might
be little change, and possibly some deteriorations, in the
employment situation.

Together with the average increase in wage and
salary earnings of 14 per cent between January and
December, this might raise the total wage and salary
bill between the beginning and end of the year by
around 15 per cent (Table 2). Although other personal
incomes (from property and entrepreneurship) may in
some respects have been unfavourably affected by the
recent events, they nervertheless seem likely to rise
somewhat faster than would otherwise have been the

case. Social benefits have also been raised. The rise

of incomes will not be translated into higher direct tax
payments until next year, but contributions to social
security will go up and, thus, slightly reduce the growth
of disposable income. Although the savings ratio is
likely to fluctuate sharply during the course of the
year, it is assumed that the end-year level will not be
substantially different from that of 12 months earlier.

Thus in current prices consumption might rise by
around 12 to 13 per cent between the beginning and the
end of the year (5 per cent more than seemed likely
before the strikes).

Leaving aside once-for-all losses, public consump¬
tion and investment seem likely to increase between
the beginning and end of 1968 roughly along the lines
originally envisaged, and it will no doubt be an aim

of policy to prevent, as far as possible, any cut-back
in private fixed investment plans. Stockbuilding, how¬
ever, might rise a little more steeply than envisaged in
sympathy with the stronger trend in consumption. In
all, it would seem reasonable to expect total domestic

demand to rise by about 12-13 per cent in money
terms between the beginning and end of 1968, about

3 J per cent more than originally seemed likely.

Again leaving aside the once-and-for-all losses, it
would seem unlikely that the underlying trend of
exports would be significantly affected by cost increases
in so short a time, and exports will be receiving a
temporary stimulus until the end of the year from the
measures recently announced. On the other hand,
higher imports would be required to support the higher
level of output and final demand (1). Demand for

domestic output in money terms might, then, rise by
about 1 1-12 per cent, or some 3 per cent more than
originally expected.

Prices and Profits

For this increase in money demand for domestic
output between the beginning and the end of the year
to stimulate a 6 i per cent addition to real output,
the rise in the general price level would have to be
limited to about 5 per cent. The maximum rise in
consumer prices would be a little higher than this,
perhaps 5 i per cent, because of the extension of

the value-added tax last January (between January
and May consumers' prices rose by 1.8 per cent, and
there was probably a fairly sharp rise in June). To
put it another way, given the additional 3 per cent
increase in monetary demand, the aim might be to
keep the additional price rise resulting from the May/
June wage settlements to no more than 1 i per
cent in order to stimulate additional real output equiv¬
alent to around 1 ^ per cent of GDP.

Clearly, the problem is how to keep price increases
within this overall limit without squeezing profits to
the extent of exerting an adverse effect on employment
and investment. Table 3 shows the cost structure of

the enterprise sector in 1967, and a very tentative
estimate of the possible effect on costs of the May/ June
wage settlements. The additional rise in money in¬
comes resulting from these settlements might raise sales

by 18 billion francs at annual rates above what they
would otherwise have been. Against this it is estimated

that the additional costs might be of the order of

24-25 billion francs (2). On this reckoning, therefore,
the gross profits of the enterprise sector might be
6-7 billion francs lower than they would have been.
There would probably also be some additional rise

in the income of individual entreprenneurs; if so, the
retained profits of the enterprise sector might be, say,
9-10 billion francs (or about 15 per cent) lower than
would otherwise have been the case.

It needs to be borne in mind, however, that before

the recent events retained profits in 1 968 seemed likely
to show a significant improvement over 1967 (partly

(1) An increase of real output of 61 per cent rather
than 5 per cent might push the growth of imports up
from 10 to 14 or 15 per cent in money terms.

(2) The main elements are (a) the additional imports
referred to above and which are treated as costs of the
enterprise sector in Table 3, (b) a 15 per cent rise in
the wage bill compared with the 7 per cent increase which
seemed likely before the strikes, (c) a more than propor¬
tional rise in social security contributions and wage tax
repayments because social security contributions are a
higher proportion of total wage cost in low wage sectors
where the wage increases have been largest, and (d)
additional indirect tax payments roughly in line with the
addition to sales. It is assumed here, as in the preceding
paragraph, that the addition to sales is divided about
half and half between increased volume and higher prices.
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3. IMPACT OF ADDITIONAL WAGE

INCREASES ON

THE COST STRUCTURE

OF THE ENTERPRISE SECTOR (a)

(billion francs)

1967 Hypothetical impact of

(partly additional wage
increases resulting from

estimated) May-June settlements (b)

Total sales net of intermediate

consumption (at market prices) 546.6 18

Costs 390.2 241

Imports (at domestic prices) 74.0 H
Purchases from other sectors 7.5

Gross wages 153.5 121

Social Security contributions and
wage taxes 55.4 51

Interests, rents, insurance 19.0 1

2

2iIndirect taxes 80.8

Gross profits 156.4 -61

Income of individual entrepre
neurs (c) 102.4 3

Net dividends, etc. 2.0 	

Retained profits (c) 52.0
32

(a) The enterprise sector covers all enterprises (including unin¬

corporated business and agriculture) but excludes the government

sector narrowly defined and financial institutions, (b ) Calculated

on the assumption that the additional 3 per cent increase in value

added at current prices resulting from higher consumer demand is

divided roughly half and half between higher prices and higher output.

The period corresponds to the full increase at an annual rate disre¬

garding however the once-for-all losses incurred as a result of the

strikes. (c) Income of individual entrepreneurs less gross capital

formation financed by them, which is included in this table under

retained profits.

because of the pricing decisions taken following the
changes in the system of indirect taxation). On the
other hand, the French authorities have been concerned

about the level of profits and profit margins for some
time, and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that

with a development along the lines envisaged in Table 3
it would be difficult, if not impossible to avoid an
adverse effect on employment and investment.

The impact of the wage increases will be very
uneven as between sectors. Wages are likely to increase
proportionally most sharply in agriculture because of

the larger number of farm workers whose wages were at
or near the previous minimum. Since the more import¬
ant agricultural prices are fixed in the framework of the

EEC agricultural policy, the wage increase by itself
would be likely to result, through much of French

agriculture, in decreases of the incomes of indépendant
farmers or dismissals of farm labour that would be

socially and economically unacceptable. But the
Government has announced a series of measures which

should, by and large, offset the increases in labour
costs.

In public enterprises, the additional wage costs are
estimated at about 3 billion fanes. How far these will

result in higher prices will depend largely on govern¬
ment decisions.

In the private non-agricultural sector, on the above

assumptions about prices and output, and assuming
that public enterprises absorb their own cost increases,
retained profits would be about 5 billion francs lower

than would otherwise have been the case (in 1967
retained profits in this sector amounted to about 30

billion). The impact would, however, vary widely
between industries.

Rough calculations suggest that compared with an
average impact of around one-sixth, some of the more

labour-intensive industries, e.g. footwear and clothing,
and in particular many of service industries (e.g. hotels,
catering, retail trade) would be much more severely
affected, and in some activities particularly exposed to
foreign competition profit margins might virtually
disappear.

Industries such as oil refining and chemicals would,
however, be in a considerably better position and for
some enterprises the cut in profit margins might be
more than offset by the increase in sales. The
differences between industries (and individual firms) are
so large both in respect of the impact of the wage
settlements and the adequacy or otherwise of profit
levels before the settlements that any generalisation
about prices and profits risks being misleading. Never¬
theless, it seems unlikely that private non-agricultural
enterprises would be able and willing to maintain the
necessary degree of price restraint unless they were
helped, temporarily, to absorb at least part of the
additional wage increases.

FiscalPolicy

Any assistance to the private non-agricultural enter¬

prise sector, in the interests of ensuring the minimum
price rise in the face of the wage settlements, would

probably have to consist, in part, of fiscal or para-
fiscal action. To the extent that official policy, in the
broadest sense, succeeded in creating confidence that

the economy was entering a period of rapid growth

with only limited price increases, entrepreneurs should

be readier to accept some temporary cuts in profit

margins and perhaps, in some cases, the volume
of profits without cutting back on their investment
plans. But in the months immediately ahead, to ensure
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that activity attained a more rapid rate of growth,
there would be a case for some budgetary support
to the private non-agricultural enterprise sector.

Such temporary support could be provided in various
ways. Since the problem would be, essentially, to
afford temporary relief to the firms whose financial
positions are most affected by the wage settlements,
support could be tailored as closely as possible to the
additional cost increases. Among various possibilities

would be a temporary reduction in the wage tax, or

in the employers' social security contributions (3). The
Italian authorities had resort to similar measures from

September 1964 to the end of 1966 when part of
employers' social security contributions (amounting to

about 1 per cent of GNP) were taken over by the
budget (4).

As an arithmetical illustration, the temporary
"budgétisation" of around 10 per cent of employers'

social security contributions would roughly offset 4
billion francs of the potential cut in retained profits of

private non-agricultural enterprises referred to above. A
partial variant of such a measure has already been

announced by the French authorities in the shape of
the temporary subsidies to exporters, assessed on the
wage-content of exports. This, however, may have

little effect on internal prices (the cost of these measures
was tentatively estimated above at about i billion
francs).

Further, to ensure that the necessary processes of

structural change in the French economy are not

interrupted, additional temporary fiscal incentives might
be given to investment though these would give

most benefit to the capital-intensive high wage sectors
and least to the harder-hit labour-intensive low wage
industries.

A further step in this direction is the additional relief

already announced for agriculture, costing about 1 ^

billion francs in 1968 and more in a full year (5).

Again, if the policy of not immediately passing on
the cost increases of public enterprises were rigorously

observed, additional subsidies or borrowing by this

sector might amount to around 3 billion francs at an

annual rate. For the government sector itself, addi¬
tional wage increases and recruitment may cost around

3 i billion francs over a full year. The budget
will also have to support the increase in net transfers
to the household sector. Final decisions on several

items in this field have not yet been taken (see above),
but it seems possible that the net cost to the budget
might be of the order of 2 - 3 billion francs (6).

The scale on which action on these lines might be

taken is a matter of judgement, and the possibilities
suggested above are intended to be illustrative. It

may however be useful to try to summarise the

budgetary implications. The effect of the policies
described above, if all possibilities were adopted simul

taneously, might, at a rough estimate, increase the
borrowing requirement by about 15 billion francs in
a full year. On the other hand, the faster rise in

incomes, as a result of the wage settlements and of the
faster rate of expansion, would raise revenues more
than would otherwise have been the case; and this

might offset perhaps half the 15 billion francs (7).

The actual budget outcome for the calendar year
1968 will be considerably affected by the loss of
revenue during the strikes. From the point of view
of the impact of the budget on the economy it may
therefore be more useful to consider the rate at which

the net borrowing requirement might be running at
the end of the year. At the time of the budget esti¬
mates in April, it was put at some 5 billion francs
for the year 1968, and in the absence of the strikes

and the subsequent wage awards, it seemed likely that
its size would be declining through the year, and that
by the end of the year it might have been running
at a low level (8).

The possible extra costs on the budget outlined

above, partially offset by the increase in tax and other

revenues, might mean that by the end of the year it
would be running at an annual rate of the order of

10 billion francs (2 per cent of GNP). There might

be means of reducing this by raising additional revenue
or cutting expenditure in ways which did not have

adverse effects on costs or real demand and employ¬
ment, though the scope for this appears rather limited.
But a budget deficit giving an expansionary stimulus
to the economy at the end of the year equivalent to

1 J per cent of GNP might be appropriate to

(3) The latter would provide support more closely related
to the additional charges on industry, for social security
contributions are a larger proportion of total wage costs
and will increase most in low wage industries where the
wage increases have been largest.

(4) On this occasion, the general transactions tax and
certain direct taxes were raised simultaneously.

(5) The major part is to take the form of additional funds
allocated to price support. With a strong rise in consump¬
tion the demand for those foodstuffs which have a relatively
high income elasticity of demand would increase, tending
to limit to some extent the accumulation of state-subsidised

stocks and gradually reduce the burden on the budget
compared with the sums initially allocated.

(6) This is consistent with Table 2: the increase in refunds
on medical expenses is there regarded as a decrease in
prices rather than an increase in incomes.

(7) On the assumptions underlying Table 3, indirect taxes,
the wage tax, and employers' social security contributions
might yield an additional 8 billion francs at an annual rate
by the end of the year.

(8) This seemed the likely result of the timing of the
1968 budget: the income tax relief was confined to the
early months of the year, whereas turnover tax collections
would have accelerated with the quicker rise in consumers'

expenditure in the latter part of the year.
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achieve the higher rate of expansion here being dis¬
cussed.

Monetary Policy

A budgetary policy along these lines might have to

be backed up by a continued easy money policy.
The authorities have already taken a number of
measures to increase credit availabilities. The enter¬

prise sector in the next few months will be in a

difficult financial situation, given the losses of sales

incurred during the strike and the higher wage rates
payable now and, again, in October. Unless sufficient
bank liquidity is created (the balance of payments deficit
will, in itself, serve to reduce liquidity), the financing
of the large public sector borrowing requirement envis¬
aged above, without an undesirable rise in interest

rates, would be very difficult. So long as a certain

slack in the economy remains (and it is unlikely to
be fully absorbed for some time), this would be unlikely
to be a cause of inflation, though as full employment
of resources was approached, monetary policies would
need to become less expansive.

Price Policy

The Government has announced that it hopes to

limit the price rise from 1st July to the end of the year
to no more than 3 per cent. This appears to be
roughly in line with the suggestion made above that

the price rise between the beginning and end of 1968

might be held to about 5 per cent (9). But the

incidence of the cost increases is very uneven: even
with budgetary support significant price increases would
be needed to maintain an adequate level of profits in
the low-wage and labour-intensive sectors. It follows

that there would be little or no scope for immediate
price increases in the capital- intensive industrial sectors
for the overall target to be achieved.

In view of the prevailing psychological climate, an
active price policy would seem to have an important
role to play. Within the context of an overall demand

management policy designed to stimulate expansion,

there would be need to encourage price decisions which

gave maximum weight to anticipated sales increases

rather than anticipated cost increases. In large parts
of the economy foreign competition could effectively
check excessive price increases. In this context the

decision to go ahead with the 1st July tariff reductions

will be helpful, though the temporary resort to import
quotas and administrative surveillance of imports could

work in the other direction. In sectors not directly
exposed to foreign competition, some measure of
temporary price control might be appropriate.

General State of the Economy

By the end of 1968, if policies along these lines
were carried through, the trend growth of the main

aggregates of GDP over the preceding 12 months might
be :

total domestic demand including stocks might have

risen by around 12 ^ per cent in money terms,
and by 7 ^ per cent in volume so long as the
rise in the general price level is kept down to
5 per cent.

the current account might have deteriorated by
about $1 billion, annual rate) or about 1 per cent
of GDP, moving from rough equilibrium to an
underlying deficit of around $1 billion from the
fourth quarter of 1967 to the fourth quarter of
1968.

this would give a trend growth of GDP of about
6 5 per cent and a rise of industrial production
of perhaps 10 per cent.

In short, the economy might have been pushed on
to a higher growth path, and price increases might

have been kept relatively modest. But by the same
token the financial position of the government and
enterprise sectors would have been impaired. Under
these circumstances there might be a case for aiming

at a sustained period of expansion so as to permit an

improvement in the employment situation but not
such as to lead to excessive tensions in the labour

market.

This would provide a climate in which it would be
possible to restore profit margins and public finances
with the minimum upward pressure on the price and

cost level. A higher growth rate would, in time, call
forth additional investment demand. As this material¬

ised, it would be appropriate to aim for an increase in

public savings and a declining budget deficit. In fact,
tax revenues would already begin to increase fairly

rapidly from the second quarter of 1969 onwards,
as direct taxes begin to be assessed on the sharply

increased 1968 money incomes.

The authorities, too, would not wish to continue

subsidies to labour-intensive low-wage industries longer

than absolutely necessary since they would tend to
retard the exploitation of potential productivity gains
and might well want to eliminate as soon as possible

(9) There have already been quite a number of well-
publicised price increases e.g. bread (5-10 per cent),
newspapers (26 per cent), taxis (20-25 per cent), automo¬
biles (3 per cent). Under the prevailing circumstances there
could be a danger that 3 per cent will be taken as the
additional price rise justified by the wage settlements (only
part of which were immediately effective), and that it will be
regarded more as a minimum than an average increase.
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the artificial element in public utility prices resulting
from higher subsidies to public enterprises. Changes
in these areas would have to be made within an

overall fiscal expansion.

The medium-term propects for the balance of pay¬
ments would depend in part on trends in world trade.
The latter may continue to be adversely affected well
into 1969 by the restrictive action taken in a number
of deficit countries, but might then recover markedly.
French competitive performance has been well above
average during the 1960's (10). While this was most
marked in the period immediately following the 1958
devaluation, French exporters have continued to im¬
prove their market shares in the most recent three-year
period, with annual export gains averaging 9.2 per cent
against an average market growth of 7.5 per cent.
There are no reliable figures for absolute or relative
costs in export industries in different countries, but the
general evidence suggests that French costs and prices
have been rising somewhat less fast than on average
among her major competitors since 1964.

The strong export performance has been matched
by a sharp rise in the propensity to import, with the
ratio of imports to GNP rising from 9.6 per cent in
1959/60 to 13.8 per cent in 1966/67 (11). At the
same time, there has been a steady deterioration in
the balance on invisibles mainly tourism averag¬
ing about $80 million a year over the years 1961-66.

How much recent events may prove to have adversely
affected the balance of payments over the longer run
is difficult to judge at this date. The most immediate
problem facing the French authorities is not on the
current account, but on the capital account. Initially,

it would seem that the capital flight was set off largely
by political uncertainties. The decisive factor in the

longer run is likely to be the success achieved in
preventing the emergence of a price-wage spiral. Inter¬
national credit facilities backed by substantial first line
reserves should enable the authorities to ride out short-

term speculation and give time for the necessary
policy adjustments to bear fruit. The development of

costs and prices is also likely to be the decisive factor
for the current balance of payments.

The choice of policy options facing the French
authorities is therefore an important one. There ap¬
pears to be a broad choice between allowing cost
increases to be rapidly reflected in price increases;

or, alternatively in limiting the price increase, at the
cost of a temporary increase in the budget deficit and
public borrowing, with the effect that the wage in¬

creases are reflected in a greater rise in real output.

The advantage of the second general line of policy
would be that wage and salary earners would enjoy
real gains, the employment situation would be improved,

and part of the cost increases resulting from the wage

settlements would be offset by faster productivity

growth.
If, on the other hand, price rises now offset the

wage awards recently made, the risk of a price-wage

spiral is greater, unemployment may rise in the sectors
exposed to international competition, and the danger

of permanent damage to the balance of payments is
increased. There is likely, in any case, to be a
deterioration of the current external account. But

the effect of higher imports required to support faster
growth would seem to be less serious than that of a

continuing rapid rise of costs and prices which would
inevitably cause permanent damage to France's compe¬
titive position.

(10) Taking intra-EEC trade alone, French export perfor¬
mance relative to the growth of French markets within
the EEC over 1956/57 to 1966/67 was second only to
that of Italy. Over this period, French gains in market
shares amounted to 0.9 per cent of its intra-EEC exports,
less than Italy (+ 4.9 per cent) but greater than Belgium
( 0.3 per cent), Germany ( 0.9 per cent), or the
Netherlands (2.1 per cent). Calculations made on the basis
of trade in manufactures alone confirm these results.

(11) Imports and GNP at constant 1958 prices.
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DEMOCRATISATION

AND

EFFICIENCY IN

DUTCH EDUCATION

Expenditure on education in the Netherlands, relative to national income, ranks among the highest in
the world ; educational expenditures have been growing rapidly from 2.6 per cent of national income
in 1951 to 5.6 per cent in 1965 and are continuing to rise : by 1975 they are expected to account for
8 to 10 per cent of national income. With an increasingly important part of resources devoted to edu¬
cation the Government is becoming more concerned with the effectiveness of the educational system
and therefore with planning for its development.

In response to this concern, the Dutch educational authorities have organised new educational planning
facilities and increased the capacity of the country's research organisations and, with the help of these
new bodies, have undertaken a critical examination of the Dutch school system within the context of an
OECD programme for educational investment and planning. The first step in this examination was the
preparation by the Dutch authorities of a general policy and planning report which has served as a basis
for a continuing programme of the Dutch planning and research bodies. Secondly, this document
served as background for a group of OECD examiners (1 ) invited by the Dutch authorities to study
their educational system from the outside. The examiners' report along with the initial comprehensive
Dutch report served as the basis for a recent discussion in OECD's Committee for Scientific and Technical
Personnel which for the first time in its studies of national educational policies was able, on the basis

of objectives formulated by the national authorities themselves, to make a series of recommendations to
the government concerned. The article below, written by Beresford Hayward of the OECD Directorate for
Scientific Affairs, is an interpretation of the present position of Dutch educational research and planning.

1 The examiners were Recteur Jeat) Capelle (France), Professor Michael Kaser (United Kingdom) and Dr. Leif
Wilhelmsen (Norway).

The growth of the Dutch educational system,
propelled by demographic expansion and
economic growth, has been one of the
most dynamic in Europe. With a birth rate

that is among the highest in the world and a small natural
resource base, the Netherlands has achieved affluence

by basing its economic growth on an advanced level of
technology and high productivity. It is, therefore, a
striking illustration of the tendency described by OECD's
examiners :

" The sources of the demand for further education from

those who previously were content with primary schooling
are technological need and social progress. A high and

changing technology requires a wide range of occupa¬
tions including those where the skill is predominantly
manual a greater ability from the worker to adjust to
growing complexity and mobility: such adjustment can
be facilited both by increasing the fund of basic know¬
ledge imparted in compulsory education and by modi¬
fying the aims and teaching practice of schools. It is a
concomitant of social progress as promoting equity to
use education to foster upward mobility and to generalise
access to an appreciation of culture; through the latter the
individual is helped to become a better citizen and to
enrich his leisure. Pressure from these two sources has

caused governments generally to extend the duration
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of compulsory schooling and to make further education
more widely available. "

The rapid growth of Dutch education in response to
these trends has been effectively channelled within its
traditional lines of organisation, and this expansion
" now puts Dutch educational policy at a turning point :
should the Government promote new forms of education
or accept the continued expansion of the old? ". Dutch
authorities have found that the effort to answer this

question involves consideration of at least two general
issues.

The first issue is how to bring about a more repres¬
entative participation in the upper levels of education.
The Dutch plan for 1970 envisages a rise in individual
output over 1965 of 39^ per cent while manpower is
expected to increase by only 4j per cent. In order
to achieve this goal, the Dutch economy will depend,
as it has in the past, on improved technology, and this
means that an increasing proportion of the total labour
force must be highly skilled and educated. The " lower "

1. SOCIAL CLASS COMPOSITION OF FIRST

ENTRANTS TO GRAMMAR SCHOOL

The sharp increase in grammar school enrolment has
been accompanied by small changes in the social-
class distribution of first entrants, as defined according
to their fathers' occupations. Participation by the
lower classes is still low.

As a percentage of total entrants

Male Female

1942 1949 1960 1942 1949 1960

Higher (1) 	 24 25 24 35 35 30

M id. le (2)	 51 52 51 46 49 52

Lower (3) 	 23 21 23 17 14 16

Unknown 	 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total entrants	 100 100 100 100 100 100

As a percentage of 12 year olds for each social class

Male Female

1942 1949 1960 1942 1949 1960

riiqher (1) 	 45 50 67 36 45 63

Middle (2) 	 14 15 23 7 9 19

Lower (3) 	 4 4 7 2 2 4

Total for all social

classes 	 10 11 17 6 7 13

Professional and managerial occupations, army officers, owners
of big firms, higher ranks in civil service, professors, etc.
Employers and managers of small and medium-sized firms,
primary school teachers, warrant officers, middle-rank office
employees, etc.
Skilled and unskilled industrial workers, lower-rank clerks, etc.

STRUCTURE OF STUDENT FLOWS

THROUGH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

EDUCATION FROM 1951 TO 1964 (')

Total

Primary
education

Admitted

Number

of pupils
in each

grade

100

110

106

104

104

102

If, (2)

No further Completion

12 -j full time .
education

/

94

Secondary
education

Admissio

Number

of pupils
in each

grade

i 37 32

Vocational (3) non-pre-academic

13

Pre-academic

38 16

30 15

24 14

© 18 12

10

Completion 26 16

94

82

50

1. The difference between the number of pupils admitted and the
number in e.g. the first grade is due to retardation and, in the
case of secondary education, also, to the same pupils being
counted twice. For instance, some pupils may choose the
non-pre-academic type of secondary education after having
followed the pre-academic stream for some time.

2. A relatively small number of pupils in 7th and 8th grade included.
3. Number of pupils in each grade is unknown.

social classes constitute the major source for further
increases in student participation in higher education,
yet there has, so far been relatively little change in social
class distribution in the academic sections of upper
education. (See table 1).

The second issue concerns the efficiency of the educa¬
tional system in the face of increasing pressure on national
resources to provide for education. While education can

in the near future be expected to require 8 and even 10 per
cent of the national income the relatively low efficiency
of the educational sys^im demanding these resources is
suggested by the fact that only 50 per cent of the 1 2-year
olds in secondary education actually receive a certificate
of completion in some course of study. (See diagram).
At the university level the student drop-out problem is
further aggravated by the extended length of time required
by most students to complete their studies. Although
the official period of study for the first degree is usually five
years, students typically spend 7, and a period of 10 and
11 years is not uncommon. (See table 2).
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2. UNIVERSITY PROBLEM :

THE LENGTH OF STUDY FOR THE

FIRST DEGREE

Number of graduates as a percentage
of the number of freshmen, by number

of years since first enrolment

The graduate has typically taken 6 or 7 years to
complete his first degree. But 8, 9 or even 10 years
is not uncommon.

Number of years since first enrolment
Total

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Theology	 19 36 15 7 3 1 2 83

Law 	 1 5 12 20 12 5 3 3 1 1 63

Social sciences . . . 2 7 4 7 2 2 1 1 1 27

Medicine 	 1 19 20 13 8 2 2 65

Dentistry	 - 8 21 18 8 5 2 62

Natural sciences . . - 1 4 13 15 10 5 4 2 3 57

Psychology 	 - - 5 9 7 7 7 2 1 38

Languages 	 1 3 6 13 8 7 4 2 2 1 47

Economics 	 2 9 14 10 6 3 3 1 1 49

Veterinary medicine - 27 18 12 5 2 1 65

Technology 	 - 3 9 15 13 7 4 3 2 1 57

Agriculture 	 - 1 8 16 12 7 5 2 1 52

Reform

in the Secondary Schools
With respect to both these issues, the re-organisation

of the secondary schools is seen, in the Netherlands, as
the pivotal problem. Secondary schools which were first
created as individual institutions in s context of voluntary

education still exist although the age of compulsory
education has increased so that they now form part of a
compulsory system. ( See table 3 ). The result has
been a complex structure in which the various types of
school are rather rigidly separated from each other; there
has been little possibility for students to transfer from one
type of school to another unless it is through failing to
meet the requirements of a " higher " (more " academic ")
school in the educational hierarchy and being forced to a
" lower " type. If the secondary school system is to be
adapted to prepare less privileged social groups for higher
education, it is felt that this school structure must be

subject to broad alteration.

On 1st August of this year a new law covering all
post-primary education, except for the universities, will
come into effect in the Netherlands. This law, popularly

dubbed the Mammoth Law, was originally passed by the
legislature in 1963 to allow for the establishment of new
forms of secondary education in response to the problems
of expansion. Now, however, this Act is viewed as an
opportunity to meet the need for increased participation
of all social and economic groups in the upper levels of
education.

Permissive rather than prescriptive, the Mammoth Law
will lead to reforms only if it is implemented by specific
measures. One clear aim of the new law is to encourage
a more coherent school structure and to facilitate transfers

between various types of schools. For this purpose it envi¬
sages the creation of a " bridge year " during the first year
of secondary school. Students in all types of schools
during the " bridge year " would have a comparable
course of study and would be guided in their choice as to
which type of secondary school best meets their needs.
The law also envisages a broadening of the path of entry
to university. New diplomas will be created, the aim
being for 100 per cent of those who enter secondary
school to leave with some sort of certificate. Finally,
the law provides for drawing up comprehensive three-year
advance plans for governmental approval or rejection of
applications.

The OECD examiners questioned whether three-year
plans looked sufficiently far into the future, and the
Netherlands planning authorities indicated that their
current programme included research which would estab¬
lish a longer perspective. Furthermore, the examiners
questioned whether the bridge year, coming at about
age 12 for most students, was not too early to make
decisions, even on the basis of a year of observation, as
to future careers, and they noted the tendency in other
countries to create a broadly comprehensive and flexible
programme which allows students a much later decision
as to specialised preparation, say, at age 15 or 16.

On the basis of this discussion of secondary schools,
the Examiners recommended to the Government of the

Netherlands :

that secondary school development under the Mammoth
Law be translated into specific measures to increase
flexibility so as to develop talents to the maximum and,
among other things, to prepare broader access to higher
levels of education ;

that specific educational measures be taken to eradicate

any remaining hierarchical divisions in the structure of the
educational system which are no longer useful for the
needs of education in modern society.

(continued on page 32) .

3. STRUCTURE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL

ENROLMENT - 1950 -1965 (000'S)

Secondary schools preparing pupils for university
(Grammar schools) more than doubled enrolment
(85,000 to 210,000) in 15 years, but remained an
almost fixed percentage of the total.

1950

Per

Cent 1960

Per

Cent 1965

Per

Cent

Junior technical and

vocational education . . . 110 40 220 33 235 32

Secondary modern

(non-pre-academic) 130 34 265 40 280 39

Grammar school

(pre-academic) 	 85 26 170 27 210 29

Total	 325 100 655 100 725 100
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Secondary education in a modern school

The Importance of

Pre-secondary Schools

That success in secondary school is, in large measure,
dependent upon the preparation given in primary and even
pre-primary school levels was recognised by both the
Dutch authorities and the examiners, and the planning
of primary education has been one of the first concerns
of the educational planners in the Netherlands. At this
school level, planning problems are particularly affected
by the unique division of the Dutch school system into
three systems of administrative control, one public and
administered by the municipality and the other two pri¬
vate and denominational (Catholic and Protestant) but
administered by groups of parents rather than the churches
themselves. Although the three-way division extends
up through the system (20 per cent of the university
students and 1 1 per cent of those at higher technical school
attend Protestant or Catholic schools) it is most prevalent
at primary level where denominational schools account
for 78 per cent of all the students. OECD's examiners

noted that this " tri-sectionalism " is the result of a poli¬
tical compromise in a society where religious attachments
are strong and the two denominations of almost equal
strength, that it reflects ideals of religious freedom and
mutual tolerance, and that it would therefore be presump¬
tuous to discuss the expediency of the solution. However,
the structural pluralism to which it gives rise is one of the
most striking characteristics of the Dutch educational
system and has definite consequences for planning and
development.

Thus most of the financing for all three school systems
is provided by the central Government and on an equal
basis but the initiative to establish a new school must

come from the parents or the municipality. This limits
the planning capacity of the central Government. Some¬
times, for example, a municipality regarded by the Ministry
of Education and Science as the most suitable location for

a new school does not submit an application, while a
neighbouring town, considered less suitable from the
point of view of distribution, does. The principle of the
parents' free choice of school is one of the fundamental

tenets of the Dutch system but, as OECD's examiners
noted, " it is conceivable that practical disadvantages
make themselves felt in some places in the form of long
distances to schools or the establishment of more school

units than really necessary, thus leading to high costs. "

In answer to this problem, a ministerial committee was
formed to conduct a survey of all school facilities and to
project the future needs for such facilities on a local basis

throughout the country. This survey serves as a guide to
the local authorities and the Government in deciding
whether or not to submit applications for school develop¬
ment.

As to substantive reform in the programmes of the
primary school level, the directions to be taken are not yet
clear and are the subject of current and planned research
effort. In this connection it was recommended to the

Netherlands Government that extensive measures, includ¬

ing scientifically based experiments, be adopted to
reorient primary education so that it may effectively prepare
all social groups among the incoming pupils for parti¬
cipation in higher levels of education.
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Problems of

Third Level Education

Recognising that the Dutch authorities concerned with
higher education were having internal discussions at
various levels and were awaiting a major report on the
reconstruction of all third-level education, recently ordered

by the Minister of Education, the OECD examiners never¬
theless devoted a major part of their efforts to higher
education.

They particularly took note of what they called the
relative " isolation " of the university system in the Nether¬

lands, pointing out that this is a problem common to many
OECD countries. One aspect of this isolation is due to
the fact that, parallel to the recent growth that has taken
place in the universities, there has been an upsurge of
forms of higher education which lie outside the university.
These other types of third-level education (1) have not
been integrated with the universities despite a general
recognition that a sizable part of it is equivalent to university
level in quality, or potentially so, and that it serves very real
needs in the growing Dutch society and economy. The
importance of the non-university institutions is indicated
by their increasing role in providing the job market with
graduates who can compete with those of the university.
For example, in 1965 about 20 per cent of the engineer
posts in industry were occupied by graduates of technical
colleges; at the same time university-graduate engineers
held 30 per cent of upper level technician posts. While
university enrolment had grown to 65,000 in 1965, other
types of third-level education stood at 111,000 during
the same year. Projected university growth by 1 975 was
110,000 and other third-level education 141,000. The
examiners noted that the problem of the development and
integration of all sectors of third-level education which
also exists in many other OECD countries (such as the UK,
Sweden, France, etc.) was being met by following three
observable lines, and they asked whether any of these were

being considered in the Netherlands.

the elevation of some institutions to university rank,

either to provide continuing studies in a specialised field
or to become nuclei for new " complete " universities;

the establishment of new general institutions (" col¬
leges ", " university branches ") providing education of
university type, but of shorter duration;

recognition of the work done at non-university third-
level institutions as partly equivalent to university courses.

A second aspect of the university's relative isolation has
to do with its role in relation to other parts of the school

system. The examiners pointed out :

" A natural result of the autonomous and isolated posi¬

tion of the universities within the educational structure of
the Netherlands is their lack of interest in and responsibility

for what goes on in the other parts of the system. It is
true that the universities have pedagogical institutes, but
the connection between these and other pedagogical

centres and the teacher training colleges did not appear
at all intimate. They do not seem to have played an active
part in discussing such important steps as the raising of
the school-leaving age or the changes that this step means
to the character of primary education. "

One final aspect of the relative isolation of the univer¬
sities, recognised by the Dutch authorities, concerns their
interaction with the society at large, with government

policy and with the other institutions that absorb univer¬
sity graduates. The OECD examination was marked by
a searching discussion of how to strengthen the freedom
of scientific inquiry while, at the same time, creating a
structure in which the universities can effectively respond

to the needs of the society.

In this discussion it was suggested that greater efficiency
could only be achieved if the objectives against which
perfomance is measured were made more specific. One
of the aims of education most commonly recognised as

important is academic freedom. But in the discussion
the question arose : freedom as interpreted by whom?
Which group should have the responsibility for defining
the content of this freedom the professors, the govern¬

ment ministries, industry, the scientific community or the
students themselves?

Currently academic freedom is interpreted by the student
to mean his freedom to take as long to complete his degree
as he requires, but there is a widely recognised need to
shorten the period of university study. Some authorities
have proposed that early examinations be given to eliminate
the unfit and the unmotivated. In such a case the bur¬

den would fall upon the students themselves. The OECD
examiners pointed out, however, that since only 8 per cent
of the age group enters university, the process is already
selective and that the universities might be given the

responsibility to guide students or revise the content of
courses. The university authorities noted that industry,
the Government and the professions would be responsible
if the period required for a first degree were reduced
(3 i years for a bachelor's degree has been proposed and
is being experimented with) because they would have to
accept such a degree as a job qualification.

These considerations led to recommendations to the

Netherlands Government :

that measures to meet such problems as the long duration
of studies in university or the high drop-out rates in upper
secondary and university education should emphasise
new types of programmes which aim to serve the needs of
all classes of students ;

that the universities take an active role in the continuing

development of the other parts of the educational system,
and particularly that they adjust their own development
to match the increasing démocratisation of the lower
school levels;

that specific steps be taken to co-ordinate university
education with other types of third-level education;

that the planning of university development be more
closely related to the needs of the society as should be
increasingly expressed in organised planning efforts involv¬
ing government and the private sectors ;

that new forms of organisation of the university commun¬
ity including students, faculty and administration should
be explored.

Research and Planning

for Educational Development
With its strong scientific and technological infrastructure,

the Netherlands is in a privileged position to carry out

(\) The most important in terms of enrolment are
teacher-training colleges, senior domestic science schools,
technical colleges and teacher training for technical
schools.
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Students at the Netherlands Institute of Social Studies.

educational research, and has been doing so in public and
private pedagogical centres administered by their govern¬
ing boards of the denominational schools (but financed
by the Government), in research institutes attached to the
universities and in other bodies. To co-ordinate these

various efforts and provide an impetus for new ones, a
Foundation for Educational Research was created in 1966.

This new organism centralises a major part of government
spending on educational research, its overall budget
amounting to 1.4 million guilders (8390,000) for the
current year. The Foundation aims to establish a body
of " planned " and coordinated research in this field; the
priority areas designated by the Foundation for 1967-68
were :

systematic documentation of the research field;

development of a national testing service;

creation of a new institute for audio-visual aids, pro¬
grammed learning and other aspects of the new educa¬
tional technology;

co-ordination of scattered research in elementary
school teaching materials and methods.

Recently it has been charged with additional topics of
investigation including the problem of retarded progress
and student failure.

This research function is very closely allied to the
planning of education which is also being rapidly deve¬
loped. A Research and Planning Division organised
within the Ministry of Education and Science has increased

its personnel from four to thirty during the past three years.
A Social and Economic Adviser's office in the same

Ministry has also been established and co-operates with
the Research and Planning Division. This latter Division
is pursuing a programme which stresses participation cf
the local authorities who actually operate the schools.
Furthermore, this division's schedule of planning studies
is based upon an internal dialogue in the Ministry to arrive
at policy priorities for such work. One of the Division's

current projects is to investigate the possibilities of setting

up a pupil counselling and guidance service for the
schools. This service is recognised as crucial in a
school system which is based upon freedom of the stu¬
dent's choice since they must have effective help in
assessing their own abilities, choosing their school pro¬
grammes and understanding opportunities in the world
beyond school. Approaching the problem of guidance
in a scientific way, the Government has tried to estimate
what is involved in the way of personnel and facilities
if counselling is to be effective and has estimated that
there would have to be as many as 400 to 600 guidance
centres employing such professionally qualified individuals
as educational psychologists, social workers and educa¬
tional therapists. Training the personnel alone will be
a formidable task, and it is not yet clear how it will be
carried out.

Planning for the development of the Dutch university
system is also in the process of evolution. An academic
Council, established in its present form by a 1962 law on
higher education, has provided the university with the
procedural framework for the submission of individual

university development plans, and a proposal to organise
a planning staff to serve the university sector as a whole
is now being discussed.

A contribution to university planning is also being made
by a section for education in the Central Economic Plan¬

ning Bureau. This Bureau has been supplying the
basic analytical framework economic and statistical

analyses and it has been experimenting with the use
of sophisticated techniques to measure the costs and
effectiveness of the education system. Finally, the
Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics provides a highly
elaborated statistical basis for educational planning.

OECD's Scientific and Technical Personnel Committee

noted " with satisfaction " this development in the edu¬
cation planning mechanism in the Netherlands which

constitutes an effective response by that country to the
demands for dynamic development in its educational
system.
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TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE AND

THE ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT
H

"1

Spain, while making rapid progress towards economic development, has recourse to know¬
ledge and skills from outside ; at the same time, it is able to pass on to other countries the
benefit of the Imowledge it has acquired. This example ofwhat can be done in the field of
technical assistance may be turned to account by other governments. Together, OECD and
the Spanish authorities have made a general survey of technical assistance in Spain. The
following article touches on some ofthe facts brought out in thefinal report, which has just
appeared.

^ecause oi its isolated position at the end of
JL-^ the second World War, Spain was compel¬
led to rely on its own resources to achieve the take¬
off of its economy. Its approach to the question of
technical assistance was also affected : Spain did not
wait until such assistance was forthcoming, but
went on to tackle its own fundamental problems, and,
indeed, helped other countries to tackle theirs.

From 1954 to 1962, Spain received technical assist¬
ance from the United States to a total of 88,000,000.

1959 was a turning point in its economic develop¬
ment. Consultations with the Organisation for Euro¬
pean Economic Co-operation (OEEC) and the Inter¬
national Monetary Fund (IMF) culminated in the
stabilisation plan which was put into effect in that
year. Since then, Spain has rapidly become integrated
in the Western economy. It was already a member
of the IMF and International Bank for Recovery and
Development in 1958, and in 1959 it joined the OEEC;
il began negotiating for associate status with the
European Economic Community and became a mem¬
ber of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
in 1963.

Spain is currently receiving technical assistance
from the United States (about $300,000 from 1961
to 1964), from OECD (about F. 1,000,000 a year),
(Table 1) and from OECD countries (including Ger¬
many, the United States, France, Italy and the
United Kingdom).

At the same time, however, it transfers to others

the knowledge it has acquired. Twelve students
from Latin America were attending courses in Spain
in 1945; twenty vears later there were over 11,000

(Table 2). Spain's efforts have not been solely
directed towards receiving students and trainees:
from year to year the number of its projects has in¬
creased, notably in Latin America; Spanish experts
have been sent to advise on subjects ranging from
technical education in Brazil to fish canning in
Mauritania.

THE SPANISH CONCEPT
OF ASSISTANCE

From the beginning the Government has taken
the initiative in planning the transfer of knowledge
and experience. Even before receiving any technical
assistance whatsoever, it tackled problems such as
the increase of productivity in industry and mana¬
gement training. The Government and unions
had already established their own structures and
working methods and organised fact-finding trips
abroad when the first contacts were made with

countries and organisations supplying technical
assistance.

Before these contacts were made, a general policy
had already been adopted by the Spanish Govern¬
ment : this consisted of enabling private institutions
to discharge their responsibilities in their respective
branches of economic development. The first tech¬
nical aid programmes merely continued and inten¬
sified activities which had already been initiated
under this policy.

The Spanish Government aims in this sphere at
systematising the transfer of skills and experience
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1. OEEC/OECD PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION
NET COMMITMENTS (1) 1960 TO 1966

(in French francs)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 Total

Net

Commitments

Total

856 000 1 015 000 4 765 465 7 335 000 7 21 1 350 7 500 000 7 840 000 36 522 815

Nati

acti\

a/on

Spa

onal

'ities

e

856 000 1 01 5 000 3 125 330 6175 895 6 088 534 7 137 000 7 273 570 31 671 329

'n 130 000 264 000 413 990 783 230 785 077 1 081 395 1 035 975 4 493 667

of total 15,2 26,0 8,7 10,6 10,9 13,5 12,8 12,5

^ of national

activities 15,2 26,0 13,2 12,7 13,0 14,0 13,8 14,2

(1) The costs borne by Spain are not included in the net commitments. Up to 1965. they were 15 per cent ; from 1966, they were

increased to 25 per cent (40 per cent for the Ebro agrarian development project).

wherever spontaneous transfer fails to meet the
country's needs. To bring about this systémati¬
sation, the Government sets the example by creating
the necessary institutions, but withdraws from the
executive work once these institutions have taken

over their responsibilities. One of the consequences
of this approach is that the technical assistance
given and received by Spain are regarded by the
Spanish authorities as two aspects of one whole.

The Spanish authorities* concept of technical as¬
sistance follows several guidelines :

basic education is not, in Spain, a matter for
technical assistance; the latter should rather impart
special knowledge and experience of its application;

the need for technical assistance is the test of all

action; those who receive technical assistance arc

best placed to define these needs;

technical assistance programmes should be made
to measure and should apply to specific problems;!

the most profitable technical assistance is the trans¬
fer of skills and experience between colleagues.

There is a difference between the Spanish concept
and that found in most other countries and inter¬

national organisations : technical assistance received
by Spain has not become institutionalised as an inde¬
pendent entity, but is an integral part of the system
of organised technical co-operation. Programmes of
technical assistance received by Spain "are either
deliberately planned from the start either to be
passed on in turn to other countries, or to strengthen
technical assistance already given by Spain.

A JOINT ORGANISATION
This parallelism is reflected even in the organisa¬

tion of technical assistance : the assistance received

and given by Spain is organised by the same agencies
of Spanish administration : the Inter-Ministerial
Committee for the Co-ordination of Technical Assist¬
ance (CICAT) and the Technical Assistance Direc¬
torate of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is
the Commission's secretariat (Table 3).

2. STUDENTS FROM LATIN

AMERICA AND THE PHILIPPINES

DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTRY

AND TYPE OF STUDY

1965-1966

Traditional I
Country Study Other

of Origin Systems Studies (1)

Argentina 53 97
Bolivia 36 14
Brazil 17 58
Chile 15 60
Colombia 900 500
Costa Rica 200 200
Cuba 800 600
Dominican

Republic 70 180
Ecuador 135 215
Guatemala 35 45
Haiti 70 130
Honduras 52 68
Mexico 12 53

Nicaragua 225 225
Panama 275 475

Paraguay 6 24
Peru 900 860
Puerto Rico 940 760

Philippines 47 23
El Salvador 60 70

Uruguay 4 17
Venezuela 225 625

United States and Canada 550 500

TOTAL 5 627 5 799

TOTAL GENERAL 11 426

(1) Includes various special forms of higher education : music,

journalism, sociology, vocational training, secretarial work, etc.

Source : Institute de Cultura Hispânica.
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Wor/cers' university ("Universidad Labored") at Gijon, Aslurias; one of the universities whose programmes are
identical with those of secondary technical education.

The CICAT, which contains representatives of
various ministries, the unions and research and train¬

ing institutions, represents the " customers " for
the technical assistance received by Spain and the

suppliers " of that given by Spain. All decisions
with regard to requests and priorities for the techni¬
cal assistance received or given by Spain are prepar¬
ed and taken by the CICAT.

The Technical Assistance Directorate is one of

the five Divisions of the Directorate-General for

International Organisations in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. It is concerned with documentation, co¬

ordination and with acting as the intermediary in
organising the technical assistance to be received
and given by Spain, leaving the technical side of the
work to the member of the CICAT best qualified in
the subject. It is responsible for all the secretarial
work and special services connected with the orga¬
nisation of technical co-operation, for example the
office for the recruitment of personnel for inter¬
national organisations.

According to the experts, this method of organis¬
ing technical assistance has the advantage that the
decision is taken in the light of the best knowledge
of the situation; it should ensure that priorities are
decided according to the needs and possibilities of
economic development. With this arrangement it
does not become lost in complicated machinery

and thus allows direct dialogue between " suppliers "
and " customers " of technical assistance. It affords

every opportunity of creating a permanent system
for evaluating the results and assessing the correct¬
ions required.

On the other hand, note the experts, this kind
of organisation places the Technical Assistance
Directorate in a difficult position, as it has to keep
pace with the ever-increasing work done in economic
co-operation and is therefore in a constant state of
crisis with regard to staff, organisation and budget.
To function properly this kind of organisation depends
on close co-operation between the donor organisa¬
tions and the Technical Assistance Directorate and

between the latter and the " receiving " organisa¬
tions in Spain.

THE FUTURE ROLE OF

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The OEEC technical assistance projects were
essentially centred on means of raising productivity.
The OECD projects have increasingly tended to lay
stress on development of the human resources need¬
ed for economic growth, with particular emphasis
on education and training; the tendency is to reduce
the number of these projects and extend their scope.

(continued on page 38)
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This new orientation of technical assistance policy
enables more to be made of the advantages of the
multilateral approach. Some projects may benefit
from the pooled experience of a number of different
countries : for example, the organisation of training
and research institutions, the initial recruitment of
their staff and the forecasting of educational or
manpower requirements.

The experience of OECD in this field, its network
of contacts and its immunity from the pressures of
vested interests give it an advantage, in the view
of the experts, over bilateral agreements between
donor and receiver country or direct approaches by
the latter to individuals or consulting firms abroad.

A study of Spain's prospects and economic develop¬
ment led the experts to specify in what fields techni¬
cal assistance might be most advantageous. These
were :

Agricultural development
A sustained effort to develop training in the agri¬

cultural sciences at all levels and to promote research

into agricultural problems was found necessary at the
national, regional and local level. To this end
OECD is working on a programme for the agrarian
development of the Ebro Valley, in the form of a
third level course and research in horticultural

production and animal husbandry.
The programme has already been instrumental in

providing teams of qualified agricultural scientists
and economists, and in demonstrating how research
and planning can lead to improved yields, a more
rational structure of agricultural production and
higher farm incomes. These short and long-term
results could be obtained in other regions.

EducationaIpiann ing a nd prog/ v. /// m ing
Spain is one of the six countries included in the

OECD Mediterranean Begional Project. The first
phase of this project consisted of a study of the
educational needs of each country over a period of
10 or 15 years (in the case of Spain, 1960-1975).
It was assumed that real income per capita in Spain
would double by 1975. Manpower needs in various
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skills and, consequently, training needs were forecast
on the basis of projections of production in each
sector.

The balanced development of training in all forms
and at all levels calls for the establishment of a

complete and detailed investment plan. Educational
planning requires long-term projections of educa¬
tional needs. But such projections must be conti¬
nually revised in the light of short-term trends, and
the plan modified accordingly. The experts think
that it would be useful to incorporate into the Spanish
administration a team concerned with educational

planning and a service responsible for programm¬
ing educational investment. OECD could contri¬
bute to this.

Vocational training
A Workers' Upgrading Programme has been

launched by the Ministry of Labour. The origi¬
nality of the programme is two-fold : first it uses
vocational training as a direct means of social better¬
ment and second, it involves the shift of training
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facilities toward the places where training needs
exist (factories or villages). This mobility increases
the effectiveness of the programme but also the
difficulties of implementation. OECD assistance is
deemed essential to allow the programme to conso¬
lidate its structure and achieve improved teaching
methods, better management of its resources in men
and an efficient system of selection and vocational
guidance.

Training ofcivil servants

One important condition for the achievement of
balanced economic growth is the existence of an
administration capable of carrying out the new
economic tasks with which it is charged. The
Spanish authorities set up the Civil Service Train¬
ing Centre at Alcalà de Henares, which was subse¬
quently changed into a School of Public Administra-
tration. The civil servants trained at this Centre

need to know of the experience gained by other
countries. OECD will provide assistance, as in the
past, in the form of training courses and lectures.

Economic statistics

For long-term planning, as well as in formulating
short-term policy, a reasonably complete and accu¬
rate set of statistics of national revenue at both

current and constant prices is most important.
Spain still needs a transfer of knowledge in this
field. In the experts' opinion, technical assistance
would also be useful in all statistical fields, in the
services of the various Ministries.

Planning and economic research

The experience of several other developing coun¬
tries tends to point to the utility of having, along¬
side the government planning organisation, a less
official study organisation, with more flexible pro¬
cedure and without any direct planning responsibi¬
lity. This organisation can concentrate on research
in the economic and social developent of the country,
either at the request of the Government, or on its
own initiative.

The Economic Development Institute set up
within the Alcalà Centre with OECD assistance could

form the embryo of such an organisation. The
experts feel that OECD should help the Institute
to discharge efficiently its double task of carrying
out studies useful to the Planning Commission in the
preparation and continous revision of development
plans, and training the planning staff of the various
Ministries in the techniques of economic research.

The fiscal system

The Spanish tax system has undergone modi¬
fications in the course of recent years. A knowledge
of the effects of the tax burden in real terms on the

economic activity of the country as a whole is essen¬
tial to development policy and policy in general.
The experts feel that technical assistance in the form
of a comparison of experience in this field would
be useful to Spain.
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IMPROVING

N ROAD

TRANSPORT

RELATIVE PROBABILITYOF

CAUSING AN ACCIDENT AT

VARIOUS ALCOHOL

CONCENTRATIONS

IN THE DRIVER'S BLOOD

Relative probability

45

Blood alcohol concentration (mg It 00 ml)

The loss of human life and the economic losses caused by road acci¬
dents are a matter of concern to the 18 Member governments of the
European Conference of Ministers of Transport (/). They wish in
particular to take measures jointly which all countries could adopt
with a view to reducing the number of accidents due to drink to the
absolute minimum. The ECMT has included the scientific and
legislative information available on this subject in the report referred
to in the following article.

(1) Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom
and Yugoslavia.

Several ECMT Member gov¬
ernments have during the
last few years adopted or
are now on the point of

adopting new regulations against
drunken driving. For instance,
in Germany, an Act of 1964 lays
down that drunken drivers are

liable to up to one year's imprison¬
ment or a line of 10,000 marks. In

Belgium, a Bill of 1966 provides
that a driver may be subjected to
an exhaled breath test and that

penalties will be inflicted when the
alcohol concentration observed is

in excess of 150 mg/100 ml. In
France, under an Act of 1965,

drivers can be subjected to medi¬
cal, clinical and biological tests. In

Ireland, an Act in course of adop¬
tion makes it an offence to drive or

attempt to drive a vehicle when
the alcohol concentration in the

driver's blood is higher than 125
mg/100 ml. In Luxembourg, a Bill
in course of preparation makes a
blood test compulsory in the event
of an accident. In the United

Kingdom, the Government has
tabled a Bill making it an offence
to drive or be about to drive in a

public place when the level of
80 mg/100 ml. is exceeded.

The systems introduced differ
from one country to another not
only as regards the punishment of
offences but also the actual definit¬

ion of drunkenness and the me

thods of ascertaining blood alcohol
level. The OECD Committee for

Research Co-operation has carried
on I a study on the effects of
alcohol and drugs on driver behav¬
iour and their importance as a
cause of road accidents (1) This
study examines the incidence of
alcohol on accidents and the me¬

thods for determining the presence
of alcohol in the body. It will be
followed by further research dur¬
ing the next few years.

In OECD as in the ECMT, gov¬
ernments aim to establish com¬

mon criteria as a basis for prepar¬
ing the most rational and most
effective regulations; there is no
reason why these regulations should
not subsequently be given inter¬
national scope. Prior scientific,
legislative and statistical research
is necessary. As far as statistics
arc concerned, the ECMT has in

particular asked the Member
countries for information in order

to determine the role of alcohol in

(1) " Road Safely Research :
alcohol and drugs ", OECD 1968.
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road accidents; this information
has been collated in the table

below, which is regarded as a valid
basis for discussion and research

although in the ECMT's opinion
the statistics are not as yet satis¬
factory.

According to this table, the
proportion of accidents for which
drunkenness is one of the presum¬
ed causes seems generally to have
risen over the ten years under
consideration. This fact is due

according to the experts to an

improvement in the statistics rather
than to a rise in the number of

accidents and deaths attributable

to drunken driving.

There is also a marked disparity
between the figures provided by
the various countries. The experts
consider that this is not so much

due to the fact that drunken

driving is prevalent to a greater or
lesser extent in the countries con¬

cerned but to the differences be¬

tween their respective definitions of
drunken driving : some only take

account of driving in an obvious
state of drunkenness, while others

consider simply driving under the
influence of drink. The present
lack of comparability between
country statistics means that the
problem must be gone into further
with a view to finding a common
definition of drunkenness and

therefore common criteria.

When these figures are examin¬
ed individually and not by compar¬
ison with one another, the experts
find that they give some signifi-

PROPORTION OF ACCIDENTS AND DEATHS DUE TO DRUNKEN DRIVING

Years
Aus- Bel- ! Den-

tria giunr mark
Fran re

Ger¬

many
Greece Ireland

fuxem- Nor- Spain
bourg way

(1)

Swe- Swit-

den zerland

(3)

Turkey
United Yugo-
King- slavia

dom(2)

Proportion
of accidents

for which

drink is one

of the presu¬
med causes

in relation to

all accidents

involving
bodily injury

in relation

only to fatal
accidents

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

8.5

8.9

9.1

9.0

5.1

5.0

4.6

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.2

4.3

4.5

10.9

7.8

8.2

9.4

8.5

7.8

6.6

6.6

7.7

5.7

6.7

6.8

6.8

6.8

8.1

7.0

6.8

7.3

7.7

9.2

11.3

8.2

9.7

9.2

12.5

10.3

8.3

9.9

10.9

3.8

3.6

3.0

2.9

3.2

3.4

4.0.

3.4

3.1

3.0

5.4

5.2

4.7

4.3

5.1

4.7

5.6

5.4

4.8

4.8

9.9

10.9

12.5

12.4

13.8

14.8

13.9

14.8

16.0

16.4

15.2

»

1.0

1.2

1.3

2.9

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.6

18.7

19.1

23.1

23.4

24.5

24.4

27.3

28.5

30.5

30.3

27.0

7.6

8.1

6.1

5.7

4.8

18.8

24.7

26.1

6.5

6.6

7.0

6.6

6.0

6.8

6.7

6.0

9.9

7.8

8.2

5.0

4.7

5.8

5.5

6.2

5.9

5.9

5.2

5.5

5.8

12.1

10.9

9.6

12.5

12.8

9.5

6.5

9.5

11.1

14.0

2.2

2.0

1.8

1.7

2.5

1.7

2.2

2.4

3.0

3.4

2.9

3.3

3.2

3.2

3.5

3.3

3.8

4.4

7.0

7.2

7.1

7.7

7.7

7.2

7.1

7.4

8.8

8.5

8.4

1.2

1.3

1.5

1.4

1.4

15.2

15.2

14.0

15.9

16.0

17.2

16.0

14.7

15.9

14.6

16.5

2.0

1.9

2.2

1.2

2.1

13.3

14.6

Percentage of road
deaths in the above cate¬

gory in relation to total
road deaths

_L

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

16.3

17.3

19.3

16.0

17.4

8.6

7.3

7.5

7.3

8.0

7.1

6.2

6.8

7.0

5.6

6.8

7.3

6.9

7.1

8.6

7.3

7.0

7.5

7.8

5.2

5.0

4.6

4.0

5.0

5.0

5.3

5.0

4.6

4.3

22.0

23.0

22.9

25.5

26.6

28.2

28.0

25.1

2.2

3.6

3.2

14.3

14.5

13.2

14.6

15.3

15.8

14.9

13.6

14.8

13.7

15.7

1.8

1.4

2.9

1.4

1.9

Notes : The above statistics apply only to drivers of motor vehicles (including mopeds).
As the basis on which accidents are attributed to drunkenness varies widely from one country to another, the above figures are not inter¬
nationally comparable.

(1 ) All road users combined. (2) It is considered in this country that 6 to 9 per cent of accidents could be avoided if drivers did not drink.
(3) Drivers under the influence of drink as a percentage of all drivers involved in accidents reported by the police.
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cant indications. The proportion
of accidents for which drunkenness

seems to be the cause is generally
relatively high in all countries.
The still higher percentage of fatal
accidents due to drunken driving
implies that if the alcohol factor
could be appreciably reduced, if
not entirely eliminated, the rate
of fatal road accidents would drop.
Moreover, in a substantial number
of accidents which are in fact due

to drunkenness, this cause passes
unnoticed either because the driver

was not very visibly drunk or
because he alone was involved and

killed.

In view of these statistics and

the severe measures taken or about

to be taken by various countries,
the ECMT Council of Ministers

deemed it necessary " that the
Member countries, in the light of
the scientific research already done
by various bodies and especially
by OECD, should as soon as pos¬
sible develop and standardise these
measures on the basis of more

closely accurate information ". It
recommended Member countries :

to improve and amplify their
accident statistics and make them

comparable on an international
basis ;

to take the necessary steps to
ensure that not only drunken
drivers but those under the in¬

fluence of drink are more easily
traced for this purpose, countries
are recommended to perfect and
simplify the detection of drunken
drivers by quick check tests (e.g.
the breath test) and to ensure legal
provision for a blood test in parti¬
cular cases;

to prescribe a legal level for
blood alcohol concentration beyond
which the driver of a motor vehicle

would be liable to the penalties
laid down for driving under the
influence of drink; 80 mg/100 ml
should generally be adopted as the
standard for this purpose where no
lower level has been fixed;

to inflict these penalties even
where there has been neither any
traffic offence nor any accident;

® to include the withdrawal of

driving licence among these penal¬
ties.
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